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Large boosters for the launching of space vehicles pose major control
problems. These problems are largely attributable to the flexibility of such
boosters which may result in significant oscillations at as many as four
elastic modes in addition to three fuel slosh modes. Control of boosters
typified by Study Vehicles I and II is made more difficult by the fact that
the first bending mode occurs at a frequency low enough to directly affect the
response of the rigid body. Additional difficulties are caused, as in the case
of Vehicle II, by the clustering of the frequencies of the first bending mode
and the slosh modes in one small region of the s-plane. The fact that these
vehicles are also aerodynamically unstable is only a minor difficulty.
In spite of these difficulties, It is possible, as illustrated in
Appendix F, to design a linear compensation with very satisfactory performance
using only attitude plus attitude-rate feedback for improving transient
performance, a second-degree over second-degree compensating network for
bending mode stability, and a lead-lag network for improving steady state
performance. Such a design nevertheless exhibits certain shortcomings which
demand remedial measures and eventually leads to the introduction of digital
filtering techniques.
There are two separate and largely independent sets of requirements which
lead to two separate and independent digital solutions which may be applied
individually or Jointly.
(l) When the booster under attitude plus attitude-rate feedback control
is passing through extremely severe wind profiles, the vehicle may
develop an angle-of-attack which exceeds the structural strength
limits. Also, an engine deflection approaching the limits may be
required as the vehicle tries to maintain its commanded attitude.
These conditions may be alleviated by the use of either acceleration
or angle-of-attack feedback to cause the missile to turn into the
wind at the expense of an inaccuracy in the vehicle heading angle.
This form of control as studied and developed by NASA is based on the
"drift minimum control" principle, Reference (i). The use of either
acceleration or angle-of-attack feedback, however has proven to be
destabilizing to the control system since these signals usually
contain a large bending component. This calls for remedies which
fortunately are attained relatively easily, considering that the
principal function of the acceleration or angle-of-attack feedback
is to pass the gross variations of windshear which are low in
frequency compared to the body bending signals present in these
signals. Consequently, it is possible to insert filters in the
acceleration or angle-or-attack feedback path. A polynomial type
digital filter is proposed here; its performance is studied and
evaluated, and it is compared to the performance of more conventional
linear filters.
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(2) Because of the low frequency of the first bending mode, the maximum
frequency feasible with linear compensation for the rigid body
response is quite low 2 possibly even inadequate. It may then be
necessary to improve the response of the rigid body by artificial
means designed to avoid exciting the bending modes. This can be
accomplished by the "digital adaptive filter" which is capable of
separating from a si_ a damped sinusoidal component on the basis
of its damping as well as its frequency. Consequently, it can
separate an existing rigid body signal even if a poorly damped
first bending oscillation of the same frequency is also present.
The performance of the digital adaptive filter was previously
studied, Reference (2), for a group of space boosters of a more
conservative type. This study is hereby extended to Vehicle I.
The studies associated with this program included combinations of
analytical work, hybrid simulation and all-digital simulation. The results
of these studies are summarized in the body of this report for an easily
accessible account of what has been accomplished. Some of the details which
the interested reader may want to study have been relegated to the appendices.
Appendix A lists the parameters of the two study vehicles and the specifications
for the environment of wind and gusts which were used in the study. Appendix B •
gives details of the hybrid simulator program in which the booster and its
linear compensating networks were represented on a PACE analog computer, and
the digital operations perforwed for the "digital polynomial filter", and the
"digital adaptive filter" were represented on a Univac 1218 digital computer
coupled to the PACE computer through an analog to digital and digital to analog
converter. This hybrid operation gave a very flexible representation of the
complete control system, permitting the accumulation of considerable amounts of
documentation. Appendix C discusses the all-digital program prepared for the IBM
709_ to yield transient responses for the booster under extensive and arbitrary
linear control with various feedback combinations and optional digital filters,
such as the digital adaptive filter or the digital polynomial filter. This
program was designed with considerable flexibility and should prove quite
useful in general studies of the elastic booster control problem quite apart
from its use in the present projects. Appendices D and E provide more details
of the analytical studies of the digital polynomial filter and the digital
adaptive filter which were not included in the body of the paper. Appendix F
contains some details of the considerations applied in designing linear
compensatio_ for these extremely complex systems.
Finally, Appendix G is a preliminary study of the "specification set"
type design of linear systems. This is a study which is not tied in directly
with the rest of this report. Its aim is to provide a way of designing linear
systems to performance specifications, such as used in engineering design, but
without the customary cut and try procedures.
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2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DIGITAL IlqIFT MINlq_JM CONTROL
To elucidate the aims, possibilities and limitations of the process which
uses the digital polynomial filter in a drift minimum control system, it seems
best to look at an example and observe the response characteristics of the system
with and without such filtering. Let us first consider conventional linear
control of the booster with attitude and attitude-rate feedback. For Vehicle I,
this type of control is indicated schematically in Figure i, when switch S is in
the open position. Figure 2 shows that quite adequate performance on step
attitude commands can be obtained with Vehicle I by the conventional linear
compensation of moderate complexity shown in Figure I. The response shown by
Figure 2 was obtained from a complete representation of the Study Vehicle I
airframe includimg the three body bending and three propellant slosh modes.
Figure 3 shows the same step response for Vehicle I with all modes except the
rigid body modes removed from the airframe. Figures _ and 5 show the corres-
ponding two responses of the attitude control system to the Marshall Space
Flight Center (M_FC) synthetic wind profile which is described in Appendix A
and shown in Figure A .3.
These responses, shown in Figures 2 through 5, are stable and may appear
to be satisfactory. However, with a maximum equivalent angle-of-attack in the
wind profile of _w = 12._', there is a maximum actual angle-of-attack of _ = 13.5"
and an engine deflection angle of _ = _.5" for Vehicle I when all modes are
considered; corresponding values for the rigid body case are _ = i_" and _ = 5"-
These values of _ and _ are high, considering the structural strength and the
engine deflection limit angle of 5". On the other hand, while the commanded
attitude angle is _ = O, there is a fimal attitude angle at 35 seconds of respec-
tively _ = 2.5" when all modes are considered, and _ = 3.8" for the rigid body
only. These _ values are very acceptable. Considering the limited accuracy
requirements of booster guidance, much higher values of drift could be tolerated
so a compromise of permitting more drift to reduce the maximum angle-of-attack
and the maximum engine deflection angle is apparent. The tool used to implement
this compromise could be the addition of an acceleration or angle-of-attack feed-
back loop with the appropriate gain to produce the proper amount of drift during
the crossing of the wind profile to relieve the structure of the missile from
excessive stresses. These ideas were developed in Reference (I), which
introduces the drift minimum principle.
If the drift minimum loop is added to the system in Figure i and switch S
is closed to system design I.l, then Figures 6 and 7 show what happens in the
wind. The elastic booster becomes unstable as shown in Figure 6. Yet Figure 7,
with the rigid body mode only, reveals that if stability can be acquired, very
favorable results could be expected. For the rigid body mode only, the maximum
angle-of-attack has been reduced from _ = i_ ° to _ = i0 ° and the maximum engine
deflection from _ = 5 ° to _ = 3.8" at the expense of increasing the final
attitude angle at 35 seconds from _ = 3.8" to _ = _'.
It is very difficult to design a staisfactory linear compensation for the
high acceleration feedback gain that is required for the drift minimum control
of Vehicle I unless some means of filtering is provided in the acceleration
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loop. This is because an acceleration feedback with a high gain will emphasize
the higher frequencies such as bending and slosh, and drive them unstable. On
the other hand, the over-all variation of the wind profile is quite low in
frequency. There may be high frequency gusts superimposed on the wind, but
it is not expected that the missile will drift appreciably in response to these.
The drift control is a slow process then. This realization leads to incorporating
a suitable filter in the acceleration feedback path which will pass the low
frequency wind profile but suppress the high frequency bending and slosh modes
and the high frequency gusts. In fact, the suppression of even the rigid body
signal is desirable in the acceleration feedback path since, according to Figure
2, the basic control functions can be quite adequately fulfilled by attitude and
attitude-rate feedback. Therefore, the role of the loop filter is to separate
the functions of basic control to be established by rate and attitude feedback
and the functions of reducing drift while passing through the wind profile. The
implication is that some kind of low pass filtering device is required. This
could be a conventional linear low-pass filter, and such indeed can be applied,
as will be demonstrated later in this report where the performance of such a
linear filter will be evaluated.
A study was performed to develop a digital filtering device. This device,
the digital polynomial filter, accumulates equally spaced samples of the
acceleration (or angle-of-attack) signal over some fixed time interval, T, and
fits a low order (zero, first or second) polynomial to these samples in a mean
square sense. Then it generates an output computed for the present time from
the fitted polynomial. Since the degree of the polynomial is low, its ability
to follow signals with wavelengths of a fraction of T is limited. Hence, higher
frequencies are attenuated and a low pass filtering effect results.
The characteristics of this device as a filter are discussed in the next
section. At this point, only an illustration of its effectiveness is given.
Figure 8 shows the passage of the missile through the _ synthetic wind
profile. Here acceleration feedback (switch S closed upward in Figure i) with
a digital polynomial filter of order zero and a fitting interval of 5 seconds
is incorporated. In contrast to Figure _, which is the correspcnding response
without acceleration feedback, the maximum angle-of-attack was reduced from
= 13.5" to u = ii.0 ° and the maximum engine deflection angle from P -- 4.5 °
to _ = 3-9". There is an increased drift from _ = 2.5" to _ = _.0" at 35 seconds.
The stabilizing effect of the filter must, however, be paid off by a slight
deterioration of the stress relief. The extent of this can be judged by
comparing Figure 7, the response without filtering, and Figure 9, the response
with polynomial filtering. Each of these figures show the rigid body response
only. With filtering, there is an increase from _ = i0.0 ° to = = ii.0" and
from B = 3.8 ° to _ = 4. 3" as well as an only slight change in attitude angle.
These changes are moderate. Also, a comparison of _he step input response of
the control system with the digital polynomial filter in the acceleration feed-
back, Figures I0 and Ii (rigid body response only) and the step response of the
control system without acceleration feedback, Figures 2 and 3 (rigid body only),
reveals that the deterioration of the step response effected by the introduction
of the filtered acceleration feedback is insi_pxificant, except for the presence
of a slow drift in the attitude an@le shown in Figures i0 and ii. Figure I0 with
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acceleration feedback and the digital polynomial filter actually exhibits better
damping at the first bending mode than does Figure 2 with only position and rate
feedback. It should be mentioned, however, that the run of Figure 2 is not
really optimized in this respect.
It seems then that the filtered acceleration feedback is a highly effec-
tive tool in separating the two modes of control, namely:
(I) A conventional linearly colpensated attitude and attitude-rate
feedback system for stability and response to command signals.
(2) An acceleration, or angle-of-attack, feedback with appropriate
filterimg for stability to obtain stress relief through controlled
drift vhile passingthro_hthe windproflle.
2.1 Characteristics of the Digital Pol_nomial Filter
The purpose of the digital filter to be used in the acceleration or
attitude angle feedback path is to separate the signal representing the low
frequency portion of the wind profile from the feedback signal which will
contain rigid body, elastic and slosh oscillations, and high frequency gusts in
addition to the desired wind profile signal. The separated wind profile signal
is used for stress relief.
A filter is then needed which passes quite accurately smooth and slow
varying signals and suppresses fast or high frequency components. Of course,
a conventional linear low-pass filter possesses many of these characteristics.
While such filters will also be investigated, the prime concern here is a
digital type filter which is more effective in some ways and which may offer
a simpler method of instrumentation depending on the availability of a digital
computer on board than the methods used for instrumentimg linear filters.
The digital approach depends on fitting polynomials using a least squares
criteria to a set of 2M+l equally spaced present and immediately past samples.
Depending on the length of the record used (that is, (2M+l)T if T is the sampling
interval) and the degree of the polynomial, such a fitted curve will smooth
out fast or high frequency variations and thus it is intuitively apparent
that it should possess low-pass filtering characteristics. There are numerous
ways of obtaining a polynomial fit.
In this report, the digital filter equations for curve fitting to a
polynomial of the form A + Bt + Ct2 + ... will be based on the standard Gram
polynomial least-squares fitting equations as discussed in Reference (2).
Letting y(t) be the nth degree least-squares Gram polynomial approximation
to the digital filter input f(t) over the __M+l equally spaced point range
N = -M, -M+l, ..., -i, O, i, ... M-l, M (i)
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it can be shown that
n
y(t) = _ ar Pr(N,S4)
r--O






PI(N,S4) = _ (3b)
¢2..(..l)
P2 (N'_4) = M(2_-l) (3c)
M
1
ar =- Z f(ST) er(W,a_ ) (_)
_r N=-M
M
Yr = £i Pr2(N,2_4) (5)
N=-M
where T is the sample period. Pr and _r are independent of the input f(NT)
and thus need to be calculated only once for a given value of M. The value
of M depends on the filter length.
The polynomial fitting digital filter takes the last 2M+I samples of
f(t), determines the nth order Gram polynomial approximation y(t), and computes
an output y(M). Since at time M the Gram polynomials are all unity, the output
of the filter at the time of the last measured sample is
n
y(T) = y(M) = Z ar (6)
r=O
Also, since the sampling rate and filter length are predetermined, the
necessary values of _r and Pr(N,_) are calculated in advance. Evaluating
ar by Equation (4) becomes the simple matrix multiplication
n
y(T) = Z cr f(NT)
r=l
(7)
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vhere cr is a predeterutned roy uatrtx and f(NT) ls a column matrix composed
of the last _+l u_tee of f(nT).
Equaticm (7) Is then the warklng equation for the filter. Note lts
simplicity for dtKltal computer lrroKramul_. The cr coefficients are listed
for 214+1 - 2_ samples and polynomll_s of deErees n - 0 t 1, 2 are shorn In
Table I. Note that filtering by n - 0 ls especially simple slnce cr - 1
_mummm
_+1
for all r and conzequnntly (althouEh not surprtslnKly), the zero deKree flt
is simply the averase value of the f_netlon over the flttl_ interval.
Computing this then requlres only the addltlon of the past a(+l saaples,
a host si_le conputer prograa requlrlng a _ of tine.
For the evaluation of the filtering characterlstlcs of this "digital
polyno_Lal filter", two mthods present themselves:
(z)
(2)
Since the filtertnE by F_uatlon (7) consists of a linear eoubtnatlon
of 2M+l past samples, this is obviously a special case of linear
sampled data filtering and can be thouKht of in terms of z transforus.
Since a relatively larKe number of samples is to be used in the
fitting, the results can be el.oNly approximated by assuming mean
square fitting in a eont4-uon8 sense.
In (1), the f_ltert_[ reproNnted by lquatica (7) can be rephrased in




vhere F(z) and _z) are respectively z transforms of the filter input and
filter output and
_: Cr s2N'r
o(z) - ,,,:-o ..... (9)
i8 the z transfer function o1' the filter.
Nov Equation (9) reveals that, regardless of the degree of the polynonlal,
there _ be a pole of multtl_etty a( at the orlKin of the z plane; in other
vords, the uultlplletty of this pole depends solely on the number of samples
used. The number of sero8 818o depands only on the number of samples used,
but the locatl_ of the zeros will also be tnfloenoed by the degree of the
polynomial since the coefficient8 here are the cr from Table I.
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For the n = 0 degree fit, all 2M zeros are spaced along the unit circle as
shown for 2M+l = 25 in Figure 12. A different arrangement results for n = 1,2
as shown in Figures 13 and 14a. FixAte 14b illustrates the location of the 2M
zeros outside the unit circle for polynomial fitting of degree greater than n=O.
The presence of zeros on the unit circle which represents the frequency
axis indicates that very high attenuation will result at certain select
frequencies. This is easy to see for n = O. The average value of the fitted
signal, which is the filter output, will vanish at a frequency where alternate
samples or alternate groups of samples are equal and of opposite signs. This
will happen when • = 2_k k = 1, 2 -- where T is the fitting interval length.
In (2); these matters can be studied more conveniently by approximating
the operation by a continuous rather than sampled type of fitting operation.
The necessary equations are derived in Appendix D. The frequency response
curves are shown in Figures
a straight llne envelope at
asymptotes of a first order
is that the break frequency
15, 16 and 17. Each of the gain curves contains
6 db/octave slope that is corresponding to the
linear low-pass filter. One interesting observation
of this fictitious first order filter is
respectively 0.33 at n = 0, i at n = l, and 2 at n = 2. In other words, the
equivalent break frequency is increasing with n for a given fitting interval.
This, of course, is to be expected since a higher degree polynomial is
capable of following higher frequency variations in the input than is a low
degree polynomial.
Another interesting feature of Figures 15 through 17 is that such a
first degree envelope apparently exists, that is, the attenuation at certain
frequencies equals the attenuation of a first order filter while at other
frequencies it is lower and it is never higher. The phase angles are quite
different from the linear filter, being much larger in the case of the zero
degree polynomial.
These features of the digital polynomial filter as compared with conven-
tional linear filters can be expected to manifest themselves in performance
characteristics of control systems where such filters are used.
2.2 Fundamental Performance; Comparison with Direct Drift
Minimum Control and Drift Minimum Control with Digital Polynomial Filter
In a previous section the basic role of the digital polynomial filter was
described as one of producing calculated stress relief by transmitting the low
frequency variation of wind profiles in the accelerometer or angle of attack
sensing instrument channels, while at the same time suppressing the rigid body,
body bending, slosh and gust oscillations, thus permitting the stabilization of
these in a standard position plus rate feedback linear control system. The basic
features of this operation were previously illustrated for Vehicle I. A system-
atic doc_mentatia_forbothvehicles follaws.
I
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2.2.1 Vehicle II - Compensatlon Designs and Conventions. - Before one can
present the dynamic performance for a vehicle, it is necessary to agree on some
fundamental design of the various aspects of the control system. Clearly there
is a large amount of freedom associated with the selection of the control system
configuration. For the purpose of this study, two fundamental designs were
selected to be used for Vehicle II in conjunction with the digital polynomial
filter in the acceleration feedback loop. In addition, deviations from these
were made for purposes of comparison. These fundamental and comparative designs,
which were investigated at the maximum dynamic pressure flight condition, are
defined below:
Design II.l shown in Figure 18 utilizes one second-degree over second-degree
linear filter in the forward loop, plus a lead-lag filter for improving steady
state operation.
Design 11.2 (Figure 19) is similar to Design II.i except for using two
second degree over second-degree filters.
Design II.3 (Figure 20) is identical in structure to Design II.l except that
this design uses a linear low pass filter in the acceleration feedback loop
instead of the digital polynomial filter.
Design II._ (Figure 21) is a design for stable command response with
attitude and attitude rate feedback.
Design II.5 (Figure 22) is a design which uses angle-of-attack feedback
instead of acceleration feedback to produce stress relief in the presence of wind.
In addition to selecting these standard designs, one must standardize on
the types of test runs to be used and on the particulars of evaluating the
results of runs.
In this study, two basic types of runs were utilized in evaluating the
performance:
(l) A standardized wind profile converted to an equivalent wind angle-
of-attack was used in most runs involving tests of wind. This is
given in Figure A.3 of Appendix A. In some runs, variations on
this profile were used. Specifically, step type windshear, either
alone or superimposed on the standard profile was used. In addition,
a square wave or sinusoidally varying windshear was sometimes
superimposed on the standard wind profile.
(2) To test long range stability and general performance of the control
system, command input steps, _c = I° were used to activate the
control system. Except for the time varying nature of the system,
this type of test will give an indication of long range stability
regardless of the actual presence of steps in the vehicle command
signals.
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In selecting the quantities used for evaluating the quality of the results,
it was attempted to select a set of measurements vhtch su_srlzes the pertLnent
performance features. Ancordln_y_
(1) For ew_uatlng the performance vhlle passing through the rind proftlej
the quantities selected are:
#G J attltude at the _Dr:o_ at 2 sec. after Lnlttatlon of vlnd
_G_ at 15.5 sec. • the time of the peak equivalent vtad angle of attack
_GPJ the largest attitude angle resultLng _ vlnd
_ ez_Lne def2ectton at 2 sec.
_max_ peak value of engine deflection
_B, aaxlmm rebound of e_Lne deflection
C_LZ, peak of an_e of attack
C_R, _ angle of attack reached in rebound
q_ q_p_ _p_ and q_. aaximm YL_UeS reached on the respective bendlng
nodes includ/ng forces oscillations of the bending nodes
a_the aaxtmum peak to peak oscillation of the flrst bendt_ mode
• flrst bendlng f_qtteacy
The measurement of most of these various quantities is shorn in detail
in Ft&ure 23. These quantities vere selected to give a fast ray of
comparing the sylteS perforasnce under _ condltLone.
(2) For ewaluatLng the response due to a step command input, the follovlng
quantities are used:
_p_ the 1nit/a1 peak attLtude on a ten step attLtude c_mand
T_ the time of _GP after applylng the step
_. the initial peak attitude of the rigid body measured at the
center of gravity.
T_, the tile of _
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_S, the ,ta_ state _alue of attit_e _0
_S' the ste_ state attitude rate of
_max, the largest engine deflection resulting for a i" step attitude
COland
G_ax, the largest angle of attack resulting from • 1" step attitude
command
ee
_max, the peak uplltude of the measured noraal acceleration
_Ipp, Z2pp, z , _ peak-to-peak oscillating amplitudes of the
ree slosh _es
_lp, _p, _, and _4p _ values reached on the four bending
n_les ihcludlng force_ motion of these modes
'_PP' _3PP and _pp, peak-to-peak oscillations of the four bending
s at the respective bending frequencies
d, absolute damping of the first bending mode or first slosh mode
whichever is pred_t
Figure _ shows in detail an example of measuring most of these quantities.
The deBping value, d, was moasured as follows:
d .llD b
T a
where a and b are two peak-to-peak u_lltudes on the appropriate oscillation T
seconds apart, with b comlng after a. Since the second, third and fourth modes
are well separated, their dampin_ are readily determined. Hovever, the fre-
quencies of the first bending mode and the slosh modes are almost equal, and
usually there are two slightly damped modes; one is associated with the slosh
and the other with the first bendlng mode. Since, in many instances, chan6es
in compensation will improve the _anping of one of these modes and spoil that of
the other, the best co_omise design has both of the modes at about the same
damping. This manifests itself in a duped beat oscillaalon. The ratio b/a
is then taken for two amplitudes at the sue phase of the beat envelope. If fhe
damping of one mode is higher, then the beat eventually disappears and the lower
of the two duping values can be ueasured on the residual osclallatlon. In either
case, it is not feasible to assign the da_pin_ positively to the first body
bending mode or one of the slosh modes. Accordin_y_ the damping, all, given in
the tables should be interpreted as the lowest damping in the group of _les
consisting of the first bending mode and the slosh modes.
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2. 3 Performance of Vehicle II With the Various Standard Designs
Designs II.l, 11.2, 11.3 and II.5 represent designs which may be proposed
for application as a result of this study. Accordingly, it is important to
display and record the fundamental performance achieved in conjunction with these
designs. This is done in Figures 25 to 28 for passing through the MSFC standard
wind profile and in Figures 29 to 31 for a step attitude command input of _c = I°"
The specification numbers for these runs are listed in Table II for the step
response and in Table III for the wind response. It may be observed that
responses II.I, 11.2, and 11.3 are rather similar in quality and all are quite
suitable from the viewpoint of rise time and peak overshoot, maximum attitude
angle, engine deflection and angle-of-attack. Abc-t the only unsatisfactory
feature is a long persisting oscillation in the first bending and slosh mode
frequency area. This unfortunately is an inherent problem with Vehicle II.
These modes are very close to each other and so situated that there are always
two closed loop modes which get respectively more and less well damped as a
result of the application of any compensating poles and zeros which are located
at some distance from the first bending and slosh mode complex. The only way to
damp these out would be the use of a closely and precisely placed dipole. This
technique, however, would have to depend on precise knowledge of the location
of the slosh and first bending modes which, of course, is not available. This
problem is discussed in more detail in Appendix F.
It should be observed that Designs II.l and II.2 both represent applications
of the digital polynomial filter in the acceleration feedback path while Design
II.3 represents the application of a linear lag network in this path; yet the
results are quite similar. Design II.5 uses the digital polynomial filter in
the angle-of-attack feedback path. Again, the performance is quite similar to
the other designs.
It may be said then that acceleration or angle-of-attack feedback with
digital polynomial filter or a linear filter can all be optimized to about the
same level of performance, although the linear network results in slightly
larger angle-of-attack values. There is, however, some difference in the
sensitivity of the various designs to parameter variations. These matters will
subsequently be discussed in detail.
2.3.1 Vehicle I - Compensation Designs and Conventions - For Vehicle I
there is one standard design for acceleration feedback and one for angle-of-
attack feedback. Designated Designs I.i and 1.2, these system configurations
are shown in Figure i.
The two standard forms of test runs were also applied for Vehicle I.
Transient responses were obtained while passing through the MSFC standard wind
profile, and for following an attitude command step of _c = I°- The standard-
ized measurements explained in conjunction to Figures 23 and 24 were also used
in the Vehicle I studies with appropriate modifications. The fundamental wind
profile and step responses for Vehicle I, Design I.i, are presented in Figures
8 and i0, respectively. For Design 1.2, which has angle-of-attack feedback,
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the basic wind and step response runs are shown in Figures 32 and 33- Perform-
ance data comparing the Design I.l and 1.2 responses to step and wind inputs
are given in Tables IV and V.
It may be observed by comparing the tabulated data and the wind response
runs of system designs I.l (Figure 8) and 1.2 (Figure 32) or the corresponding
step responses (Figures i0 and 33) that the vehicle performance obtained with
acceleration feedback is quite similar to that obtained with angle-of-attack
feedback for the case of vehicle I. One difference is that the degree of system
bending stability of vehicle I with angle-of-attack feedback is greater than that
with acceleration feedback. This is illustrated by comparing the system
responses with and without (replaced by unity gain) the digital polynomial
filter for vehicle designs I.l (Figure 6 and 8) and 1.2 (Fisure 33 and 34).
The relative degree of system stability can be observed in these figures even
though one set of data is for a wind response and the other set is for a step
re sponse.
2.4 Documentation of Sensitivity to Variation of Parameters
In the preceding section there are presented some data on the performance
of a number of designs which were selected as possible for actual control of
Vehicles I and If. These are designs which were experimentally optimized for
over-all performance. Such optimized designs do not describe the situation
completely since these apply to some exactly described booster, wind profile and
compensation. All of these items are subject to variation so it is important to
evaluate the deterioration from the optimum performance which results from
changes in parameters. A rather detailed study was performed to determine these
sensitivities. The study covered the independently variable parameters such as
the amount of acceleration feedback, the various gains and the compensating
network parameters as well as booster parameters and the booster environment
such as the wind profile. Most of this evaluation of parameter variation
sensitivity was accomplished with Vehicle II using acceleration feedback.
2.4.1 Sensitlvit_ to Control Parameters: Acceleration Feedback Gain - A
principal concern of this study is the achievement of load relief through
acceleration or angle-of-attack feedback while the stability is maintained by
the use of the digital polynomial filter in the acceleration or angle-of-attack
feedback path. The load, which is a function of the angle of attack _, can
indeed be reduced by applying acceleration feedback. However, this will
usually be accompanied by increased vehicle drift. It is important to
investigate the magnitudes of each of these factors in order to make it
possible to select the optimum compromise gain values. Accordingly, a
detailed study was undertaken on the effects of variations in the acceleration
feedback gain, K_. These results are presented in Table VI for Vehicle II,
using the compensation of DesignII.4, while passing through the MSFC wind
profile.
The first line of this table records what happens when the rigid body only
is controlled by attitude and rate feedback (with no compensation and no
acceleration feedback) while passing through the standard wind profile. There
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is a significant maximum angle-of-attack of 15.6" (where the maximum equivalent
angle-of-attack of the wind profile is only 12._0); the maximum engine deflection
is 2.88 ° and the maximum vehicle attitude angle iJ -10.2 ° . If acceleration
feedback is introduced and its gain is gradually raised to K'_ = 0.21 as
shown in Group i of Table VI, then the maximum angle-of-attack is reduced to
7.68 °, but the attitude angle increases from -10.2 ° to II.0 ° . The maximum
engine deflection is only slightly affected; in fact, it stays between 2.0" and
2.88 °. At the "drift minimum gain" of about K'_ = 0.09, the numbers are
respectively _ = I00, _ = _.720 and B = 2.06".
When slosh and bending are added, it becomes necessary to incorporate the
digital polynomial filter. This filter in the acceleration feedback produces a
certain deterioration in the vehicle performance. The effect of adding the
polynomial filter is illustrated by comparing Groups 1 and 2 in Table VI. These
two differ only in the presence of the polynomial filter. As may be seen, the
presence of the filter causes an increase in the vehicle angle-of-attack from
0.4 ° to 1.5 ° and specifically by 0.8" at the drift minimum gain of K'_ = 0.09. The
maximum attitude angle varied as much as 2.3 ° . The engine deflection angles
variations ranged from a reduction of 0.7 ° to an increase of 0.2 ° .
When slosh and bending are considered, there is also need for forward loop
compensation such as that of Design II._ as given in Figure 21. This compensation
falls into two groups according to its aim and role. All of the compensation
except the lead-lag network is aimed at stabilizing bending and slosh modes.
This part will be referred to as "stabilizing compensation." The lead-lag
network has the role of reducing steady state errors, deviations in the steady
state between booster attitude and the height of the command step. This
latter compensation will be referred to as "command compensation." Stabilizing
compensation is, of course, absolutely essential. Command compensation might
be eliminated if some aspect of it proves objectionable. In view of this, the
effects of these two types of compensation are discussed separately.
When the compensating measures are included in the system, some of the
advantages of the acceleration feedback in load relief are lost. To see how
severe this effect is, first the command compensation is introduced in Group 3
of Table VI without fitting. Comparing Group 3 and i, it may be seen that the
maximum angle-of-attack is actually reduced by as much as 3° at some acceleration
gain values although at the drift minimum gain of K'_ = 0.09, there is a decrease
in _max of 0.2 °. The maximum attitude angle is increased at K_ = 0.09 by
about 2.3". Engine deflection is not affected significantly by this compensa-
tion. When the digital polynomial filter is added, as in Group &, then the
comparison is between Groups 4 and 2. The comparisons are about the same;
in fact, since the command compensation actually improves the load relief
effects for low gain values of the acceleration feedback, it should be included.
Stabilizing compensation is also included in Group 5- A comparison of
Groups 5 and 4 reveals that this compensation also does not appreciably change
the load relief situation produced by acceleration feedback. When slosh and
bending are included as in Group 6, there is a slight over-all deterioration in
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the maximum attitude angle, angle-of-attack, and engine deflection experienced
by the vehicle. Comparing the stripped down system (rigid body, no compensation
or filter) in Group 1 with the complete missile (filter, all compensation,
slosh and bending) in Group 6 at the drift minimum gain of K_ = 0.09, there is
an increase of 0.88" in the angle-of-attack, 3.8" in the attitude angle, and
0.6" in the engine deflection angle.
2._.2 Sensitivity of Disital Polynomial Filter Parameters: Order of
Polynomial, Sampling Rate, Number of Samples - The function of the digital
polynomial filter is to separate the low frequency component of wtndshear from
other sensed signals in the acceleration feedback path. This is basically a
low pass filtering problem and accordi_ to the frequency response curves of
Figures 15 thru 17, the zero (Ao), first (A0 + AI) and second (A0 + A 1 + A2)
degree digital polynomial filters all have a low pass filtering characteristic
so each is potentially useful for incorporation in the acceleration feedback
path. Because of its simplicity, the zero degree fitting is the most desirable
and should be chosen if it can provide satisfactory performance. With the zero
order polynomial fit (which is Just the average value of the signal over an
immediately past interval) there are two parameters to be selected: the
sampling rate and the number of past samples to be stored.
Variations in the response to a step command input with zero degree
polynomial fitting are shown for Designs II.1 and II.2 in Tables VII and VIII
respectively for a variety of sampling rate-sampling interval combinations.
The effects on the performance are not very significant except for the effect
on system stability. System stability appears to be related more with the
over-all interval length (the division of the sampling rate into the number of
samples) than with the numbers of samples and sampling rate individually.
Roughly speaking, stability is observed for fitting interval lengths of over
8 seconds. The only specification value which is significantly affected by
variations of the sampling rate and number of samples seems to be the peak time.
Some investigations were devoted to using first and second degree poly-
nomials in the digital polynomial filter. Since for the same fitting interval
a first degree polynomial filter will generally follow the signal closer than a
zero degree one, the effective cutoff frequency of a first degree polynomial
filter is higher. Consequently, shorter interval lengths are generally
required for stability for first order filters. It was found that stabilization
is possible for various degree polynomials but that the higher degree fittings
were more sensitive to variations in the sample rates and memory lengths than
for the zero degree fitting. Accordingly, the selected designs such as Designs
II.l, II.2, II.5, I.I and 1.2 all use zero degree fitting.
Since the digital polynomial filters all provide a version of low pass
filtering, the logical question is whether comparable performance could be
achieved by using a conventional linear low pass filter in the acceleration feed-
back path. The system configuration is shown in Design II.3, Figure 20. Its
performance with varying time constant for the low pass filter is documented
in Table IX. Very interestingly, stability is observed for time constants
above 8 seconds Just as stability with the zero degree polynomial filter is
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observed for fitting interval lengths greater than approximately 8 seconds.
The performance is quite similar in other respects as well as is evident by
comparing Tables VII, VIII (system designs II.I and 11.2) and IX, except a
somewhat larger load relief occurs in case of the digital polynomial filter.
It seems that the decision whether to use digital polynomial or conventional
linear filters may hinge principally on the simplicity of instrumentation.
Digital polynomial filters might be incorporated not only in the accelera-
tion feedback loop but possibly in other parts of the system. One such
location might be the rate feedback loop where the digital polynomial filter
might be included in association with another digital polynomial filter in the
acceleration feedback loop as in Table X where the Design II.I compensation is
used or in Table XI where the Design 11.2 compensation is used. As may be
observed in Tables X and XI, it is possible to stabilize the booster with
digital polynomial filters in the rate feedback loop. Since the rate feedback
loop is essentially aimed at stabilizing the rigid body, the filter should pass
the rigid body signals but preferably not the bending mode signals. This means
that for stability, the fitting interval must be much smaller in the rate loop
than in the acceleration feedback loop, about i second as against i0 seconds.
An exception appears in Table XI, where only the first and second order terms
of the fit were used. This latter arrangement raises the cutoff frequency and
accordingly intervals of about i0 seconds are needed for stability. A sample
run is shown in Figures 35 and 36 where the wind and step responses respectively
are shown for a system which incorporates first degree digital polynomial fitting
in the attitude rate feedback path. These runs are comparable but not superior
to performance without this type of compensation. It must be stated, however,
that time limitations did not permit more than a casual examination of this
system.
2._.3 Documentation of Sensitivity to Forward Loop Attitude and Attitude
Rate Feedback Gains - To begin the investigation of effects of variations in
compensating parameters, first the variations of forward loop gain K and rate
feedback gain K_as defined in Figures 18 through 22 for the various designs
were studied. The results are sunnarized for Designs II.i, II.2, and II.3 in
Tables XII through XIV. What is important is that there be a wide range in
these gains within which the performance is satisfactory. This indeed is the
case according to Tables XII through XIV where a stable range in K of 2.0 to 2.6
can be observed and a stable range of about 4.0 to 5.0 in K_. This 25 percent
range for each gain is quite adequate. Very interestingly, the same range
applied for Designs II.l, II.2, and II.3, although the latter has a linear
network instead of a digital polynomial filter in the acceleration feedback
path. This is probably attributable to the fact that the gains K and K_
principally affect the transient response rather than wlnd-induced drifting.
This fact is also apparent from the data in Tables XII through XIV.
2._._ Documentation of Sensitivity to Parameters of Command Compensation
Network - Of the two compensating methods, the command compensation is intended
for influencing the steady state behavior connected with command inputs. It is
then somewhat important that it has as little effect as possible on the per-
formance in wind and on the stability. The data in Table XV which was found to
be typical for all of the design configurations confirm that indeed there is
very little such influence.
J
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2.4.5 Docuwentation of Sensitivity to _Ea_eters of Stabilizing Compensation
Network. - The stabilization compensation networks selected for the Vehicle II
control system Designs II.i, II.2, II.3 were determined from _rlmentation on
the hybrid simulation. It was found that variations from i0 to 20 percent in the
compensation pole and zero locations generally could be tolerated by the control
system. The effect of s_all variations in the location of the compensation was
usually observed as a reduction in the amount of the damping present on the first
body bending and/or first slosh mode oscillations. Large excursions of the com-
pensation values usually resulted in a bendlng uode instability at one or more
of the bending modes. The rigid body responses were relatively unaffected by
changes in the stability compensation.
2.4.6 Documentation of Sensitivity to Variation of Booster Para_ters.-
@enerally, it is not very difficult to design a linear compensation for a linear
system with fixed and known parameters. The real difficulty usually is in
designing a system which will control satisfactorily over the range of param_er
variations -- or the uncertainty with which the l_rameters are known -- which
normally are sizable even fur one given flight condition. Accordingly, an
investigation was carried out to _t the sensitivity of the control to
variations in the aerodynamic coefficients and the parameters of the bending and
slosh modes. As is apparent from the data in Table XVI, there is no serious
problem with vehicle control coefficients, CI and C2, which are varied by .+20%.
The situation, however, is quite different for variations in the frequencies
of the body bending modes. Tables XVII, XVIII, and XIX reveal that the tolerance
of variations in bending ,KKIe frequencies to maintain vehicle stability does not
exceed -+ 10% even though the loss of stability is gradual and it probably would
be possible to pass through the maximum q condition without harm. These tables
show that there is no significant difference in the sensitivity to bending fre-
quency variations between the systems controlled by the digital polynomial filter
(Designs II.i, 11.2 and Tables XVII, XVIII) and those controlled by linear
methods (Design II. 3 and Table XIX).
2.4.7 Documentation of Sensitivity to Variation of Wind Profile - The
preceding discussions are based on runs obtained in two standardized test
situations: the _FC wind profile shown in Appendix A and attitude command
steps of _c = i'. Since the systems and control are linear, superposition
applies and gradual variations in the structure of wind and command inputs will
tend to produce correspondingly gradual variations in the vehicle response.
It is important, however, to show how such environmental variations will
affect the performance. Such effects are illustrated in the following figures.
In Figure 37, a step of angle-of-attack _ = i" is applied instead of a
wind profile. The system is shown to make a good recovery for this type
of input, with a maximum engine deflection of _ = 0.37", a maximum attitude
angle of _ = -0.9_ and a maximum angle-of-attack of _ = 1.3" that occurs at
2.5 seconds.
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In Figures 38 and 39, the response of Vehicle I is shown for a step of
wind gust combined with the standard wind profile. Figure hO shows a similar
response for Vehicle II. The effects of the step wind gust can be observed
by comparing Figures 38 and 39 to the Figure 8 wind response without gust for
Vehicle I snd Figure 40 to the Figure 26 wind response without gust for
Vehicle II. These figures show that the addition of the relatively severe
step wind gusts (3 to 4 degrees) adds directly to the existing angle-of-attack
but that the variation in the engine deflection angle remains within the
allowed limits.
Another variation of the wind input studied was that of a periodic gust
superimposed on the wind profile. The effects of sluusoidal "gusts" of different
frequencies superimposed on the standard wind profile are shown for Vehicle II
in Table XX and in Figures 41 through 43. Both the illustrations and the
table reveal by comparison with corresponding standard cases in Figure 26 and
Table III that there is no great deterioration of the control system performance
as a result from this type of gust input. The run in Figure 44 shows the
comparable response of the system Desi_ II.3 for the sinusoidal-wind profile
input.
2.5 Evaluation of Results
The foregoing sections have shown that adequate control performance for
Vehicles I and II is obtainable by the use of attitude, attitude rate feedback
and acceleration feedback (or angle-of-attack feedback) provided the destabil-
izing effect of the acceleration feedback at the rigid body and bending modes
is suppressed by suitable low pass filtering. The digital polynomial filter
was introduced for the purpose of stabilizing the control system with accelera-
tion feedback, and it was com_ed with conventional means of low pass filtering.
It can be concluded from this investigation that comparable control system
performance can be obtained by either form of filtering, although the digital
polynomial filter shows somewhat better load relief characteristics. On the
other hand, the system using the digital polynomial filter is slightly more
sensitive to variations in the bending frequencies. The decision of using one
or the other should be based on simplicity and reliability of instrumentation.
One should not conclude that the zero degree digital polynomial filter is not
the simpler one. Indeed, it is extremely simple to mechanize and requires
only two operations (addition of the new sample-subtraction of the oldest
sample) for each sampling interval, every 0.25 to 0.5 seconds. The continuous
linear filter may require demodulations and modulations interspersed by other
circuitry.
The results obtained by the combined attitude, attitude rate and filtered
acceleration feedback control are fully satisfactory for Vehicle I (Figure 8)
where there is a maximum angle-of-attack in the standard wind profile of
= 11.5 ° , a maximum engine deflection _ = 3.9 °, and a maximum attitude angle
of _max = 4.4". To step inputs (Figure i0), there is a peak value of
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_p = .9°, with the shortest damping elastic or slosh mode having a damping
of d = -.038. The corresponding values for Vehicle II (Design II.l) are
= ii'0°, _ = 2-6°, _Gmax = 8.6" for the wind input (Figure 25), and for the
step input (Figure 29) a _p = 1.0 e, and d = -.023. These are quite desirable
results although the rigid body response may be slower than desired, and that
there is a lowly damped oscillation present in the vicinity of the first
bending mode and slosh mode frequencies.
It is possible to obtain a faster rigid body response by incorporating into
the control circuit a digital adaptive filter (in addition to the digital
polynomial filter) which is discussed in the following chapter as a means of
producing high performance for step co,and inputs.
The only linear compensation which could eliminate the oscillation in the
vicinity of the first bending modes and the slosh mod_would be a dipole compensa-
tion which would have to be precisely positioned among the slosh modes and first
bending mode. It would depend on precise knowledge of the position of these
modes which may not be available. This means that a slowly damped mode with a
frequency near the first bending mode frequency is inherent in any linear compen-
sation of the Vehicle II. In case it is unacceptable it may be necessary to
modify the slosh modes (frequency or damping) to further separate them from the
first bending mode.
It was found that the selection of none of the filter parameters is
critical whether the filter is digital or a linear network but the corres-
ponding fitting interval or time constant must exceed about eight seconds for
Vehicle II. The insensitivity to variations of the several control parameters
such as gains and pole-zero locations is quite good. The performance is also
sufficiently insensitive to variations in the aerodynamic coefficients.
The one set of parameter variations which have a somewhat unsatisfactory
sensitivity are the bending frequencies. About + 10% deviation in these fre-
quencies from the nominal values results in a sl_w system instability, which
should be tolerable for a short period of time.
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3. DIGITAL A_ FILTER
The concern in the preceeding sections of this report was with the stress
relief necessary to guide the booster through windshear profiles which may be
excessively severe. Such stress relief can be obtained by the use of acceler-
ation or angle of attack feedback utilizing the drift minimum gain values.
Bending and slosh control problems result from the destabilizing effects of
such feedbacks and it was demonstrated that these problems could be remedied
by the use of digital polynomial filtering or other low-pass filtering applied
in the acceleration feedback path.
Such design then results in a system which is stable and can pass through
expected wind profiles without harm. This does not mean, however, that the
system response to command inputs is entirely satisfactory. Specifically it
was shown that this response tends to be quite slow especially in the case of
Vehicle II where the peak time is on the order of 5 to 10 seconds. The low
frequencies of the first body bending mode and the fuel slosh modes make it
impractical to speed up the response by the use of linear compensating techniques.
It is possible however to speed up the response to step com_m_d inputs by
utilizing the digital adaptive filter principle. Arbitrary command inputs may
be quantized into a sequence of steps.
The digital adaptive filter is designed to separate a well damped sinusoidal
oscillation, such as the rigid body response, from a mixture of other signals
which contain lightly damped oscillations near the rigid body frequency. This
characteristic permits the use of the digital s_aptive filter to produce fast
responses to command steps. After the application of a step command the loop
is effectively closed for the rigid body signal but is essentially open for the
elastic and slosh modes.
The digital e_aptive filter will S_ovide firm control of the rigid body as
long as a sizable control signal exists. When the control signal attenuates
nothing passes through the digital adaptive filter. The loop then opens up
completely. Since the rigid body is typically unstable on these vehicles, it
then becomes necessary to use another control mode, the secondary filter, which
is stable at the rigid and elastic body mo_es.
3. I General Description of Digital Adaptive Filter
The digital adaptive filter acts on an immediate past section of length T
of the signal c(t) stored in the computer memor_n a sampled form. This signal
is compared with a damped sinusoidal signal A e cos Bt + B e-_t sin Bt of
fixed frequency _ and damping O_and the amplitude parameters A and B (or amplitude
and phase) are estimated under the criterion,
0A,B _o (t)-A ¢-_t cos _t -B • -C_t sin G dt (iO)
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That is, A and B are calculated to produce :ini_ mean square deviation between
the measured sigaal and the damped simmoidal component.
It is assumed that _ and _ are known fairly accurately. It can be de:on-
strated that good estimates result from the computed A and B pars:stets provided
and _ are within 10-20% of their actual values, _ is relatively large, and
that the re:alnlng signal differs vldely from the da=ped sinusoidal co:ponent
of interest in daeping or in frequency but not necessarily in both.
The worklng equations for the dAgital adaptive filters vere established
earlier (Reference 3). The working equatlons as used in thls study are recorded
in Apl_.udlces B and C.
3.2 Characteristics of the Digital Adaptive Filter
To evaluate the basic characteristics of the digital adaptive filter, both
analytical and simulation studies vere carried out. It is quite possible to
analyze the characteristics of a digital adaptive filter when it is applied
open loop in a linear system, since under these circumstances the signal passing
throu_ the filter will be the usual colblnatlon of exponential trlgnnoaetric
and power functions. The filter Is a linear one and consequently Its effect on
these assorted stKnal c_ents can be studied separately. The output of the
filter rill not, hoverer, consist of a combination of the same kind of functions
as its in.t, since the filter is a tlae-varyt_ system, at least until its
:e:ory is filled. Consequently, when such a filter is used as a part of a
linear lumped constant system this system, even with a step input, will not
respond in terms of da=ped sinusoidal and exponential functions. Consequently,
it is very difficult to study a closed loop control system vhlch includes a
digital adaptive filter by analytical methods. Accordingly, the analytical
studies were largely restricted to open loop systems, and the closed loop studies
vere carried out using hybrid si:ulation techniques.
There are basically two modes of operation for the digital adaptive filter.
In the fade-in phase the filter meaory is not filled. There is an additional
saaple at the end of every sapling interval and when this is added the record
becomes longer by T seconds. The identification of A and B, therefore, is per-
formed over the variable length of the record following the addition of each
hey sample. So during thls _ of operation, the upper limit of the integral
in Equation (i0) is different at every sa_Ing instant. As a result the digital
adaptive filter is a ti:e-va_ linear ele:ent.
In the steady phase of the filter operation, the variable :e:ory length is
filled up, and when the :ost recent saple is added to the me:ory the oldest one
is dropped. Then the fitting process Is perfor:ed over a constant memory length
and the upper limit of the integral in Equation (i0) is fixed. The digital
adaptive filter is then a stationary linear element.
To investigate the characteristics o1" the digital adaptive filter in both
situations, it is expedient to study Its effect on the various com_nents of
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signals found in the free responses of linear systems such as e"at cos ?t, e"at
sin yr. Equations for this study are established in Appendix E, and some numeri-
cal results are presented in Figures 45-49. Each of these figures presents in
Part A the time history of the output of the filter and in Part B the time
history of the A and B parameters established by the fitting process. In all
these curves it was assumed that _ = 1.0 and _ = 1.0 (which means the desired
signal component has a damping factor of _ = 0.707 and a damped natural frequency
of 1 radian per second. ) In all these curves the assumption is that the filter
starts working with an empty memory at t = 0 and the memory is filled as samples
are received. When there are only a few samples in the memory there is not
enough information for the filter for reliable operation. As a result, values
of A and B will be rather erratic for the first one quarter to one half cycle of
the desired response and then they settle down to essentially steady values.
Correspondingly, the time responses of these outputs will show rather poor
filtering characteristics during the initial one quarter to one half cycle, but
undesirable signals are attenuated very effectively after this period.
As shown in Figure 45 effective attenuation is even present where the input
signal e-at sin yt is of the same frequency (M = I) as the desired signal but
with a different damping (a = 0). This illustrates the effectiveness of the
digital adaptive filter in separating signals of the same frequency but different
damping. When the frequency as well as the damping is different, as in Figures
46-48. the effective attenuation sets in even earlier. The case where the input
is e-&t cos _t is shown in Figure h9 with similar results. It should be noted that
the A and B responses shown for fitting on a continuous basis were approached
quite well when curve fitting of sampled data was done using ten samples per
second or more. In Figures 50-53 other types of filter inputs are applied such
as steps, ramps, stable and unstable exponentials. Because of the linearity of
the digital adaptive filter its output can be obtained by superposition of the A
and B parameters if the input signal is broken down into these basic forms. It
should be remembered that in these runs the desired signal has a damping value of
= 0.707, since the digital adaptive filter output does vary as a function of
the _ and B values used.
An example with low damping (_ = .003) for the fitted curve is shown in
Figure 54. This figure illustrates the fact that the quality of filtering with
the digital adaptive filter depends on the selection of a well damped desired
signal. Fortunately the rigid body signal component of elastic missiles generally
has this characteristic.
The preceding illustrations reveal that a uniformly good level of attenua-
tion is reached when the memory length exceeds about 1/2 cycle of the desired
signal and when this desired signal is well damped. Now after the fade-in phase,
when the length of the memory is kept constant and the steady phase sets in,
these good attenuation values will persist as far as the output of the system is
concerned. Also, these good attenuation values will depend relatively little on
the selection of the desired signal. This is illustrated in Figures 55-58.
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These curves use the equations for the input signal stored in the m_nory from
Appendix E.
The role of the digital adaptive filter is to separate a damped sinusoidal
(rigid body response) with some particular frequency and damping out of a mixture
of signals. Such a response will appear in the transient which will follow a
discontinuity in the command input or in one of its derivatives. Usually monitor-
ing for the discontinuities in the command input itself and its first derivative
will suffice since discontinuities in higher derivative will tend to produce only
relatively negligible transients. When a discontinuity is detected the digital
adaptive filter is switched into the fade-in phase of operation with stepwise
increasing memory length. Since the signal is available only in sampled form
discontinuities will have to be monitored by monitoring the size of the first
and second back differences. However, the back differences will not be zero
even when there is no discontinuity. It is therefore important to select suitable
levels of the differences above which a discontinuity is assumed and the fade-ln
phase is initiated. This limit should be such that no restart is made for even
fast varying but continuous control signals, yet the fitting is restarted when a
discontinuity is present in sufficient amplitude to initiate a significant tran-
sient.
Some aspects of this selection are discussed in the following.
i. The digital adaptive filter will restart if
le(t) - e(t-T)l_ L (ii)
and if
le(t)- 2e(t-T)+ e(t-2T)l_ L (12)
where e(t) is the digital filter input signal, T is the sampling interval, and L
and L are preselected values establishing the restart levels of the system dis-
continuities.
In order to obtain some insight into the characteristics of the fade-in
process exponential (eat) and sinusoidal Isine wt) wave forms were studied by
computing the discontinuity levels L and L as a function of the sampling inter-
val T.
The position discontinuity level L for the exponential eat is
Ieat - e_(t-T) l _ L (13)
which can be rewritten as
feat (i - e'a'f)l_ L (14)
Since two samples are required to evaluate equation (I_) the discontinuity level
of equation (14) will occur at the second samplewhen t--T.Figure59aisa plot of this
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maximum as a function of 0_.
The rate discontinuity level for the exponential e_ as mechanized in
equation (12) is
(e - + (15)2e_(t-T) !
I"
This expression for the rate discontinuity is equivalent to
I:
which is plotted in Figure 59b as a function of C_ for the time t = T.
Q
For a value of L of .5, Figure 59a indicates that a discontinuity will
occur for an aT of 0._ for positive exponents and 0.66 for negative exponents.
For a sampling rate of 20 samples per second, the _ values become 8 and 13.2,
respectively.
The position discontinuity level for a sine wave is
sin wt - sin w(t-T) I _ L




)2 sin :)>_ L (18)
The rate discontinuity level for the sine wave is
Isin wt - 2 sin w(t-T) + sin w(t-2T)l_ (19)
This expression is equivalent to
12 _ - cos wTS sin w(t-T)}_ L (20)
Equation (20) is a maximum with respect to time when w(t-T) = N/2 or
Figure 60 shows the maximized restarting levels of L and L for a sine wave in-
put of unltypeak amplitude. L is shown to be essentially linear for the wT
values shown. A position discontinuity level of -5 is exceeded for wT values
greater than .5 or for a frequency of i0 radlans/second for a sample rate of
20 samples/second (T = .qS). The rate discontinuity level of L = .5 is exceeded
when wT is greater than .7 which corresponds to a frequency of 14 radians/second
for a sample rate of 20 samples/second.
The use of the digital adaptive filter fade-in routine based on discontinuity
levels of the input samples should be sufficient for most applications. If the
input signals should include some large amplitude high frequency components which
!
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might un_ely trigger the fade-in process some low pass filtering of the input
signal may be required_ The bandpass of a filter of this type will usually be
high enough to avoid affecting the basic rigid body signal components.
3.3 Fundamental Performance of Vehicle I with Digital Ad_ptive Filter
The digital adaptive filter produces fast and precise response to command
inputs, particularly step cowman_ inputs. The filter accomplishes this by
separating the principal rigid body component from the total error signal
while suppressing the body bending and slosh modes. As a result the bending
and slosh modes are operating essentially open loop during the centrol by the
digital adaptive filter. If these modes are stable but poorly damped_ they will
ring with slowly decreasing amplitude during the operation of the digital adap-
tive filter. Consequently, the gain and cowpensating parameters associated with
the digital adaptive filter can be selected without _ch resard to elastic and
slosh stability. This then permits the selection of gains and compensation to
produce a much higher performance rigid body compensation than would be l_ssible
when such a compensation is selected for the computer booster in a conventional
_8_3ner.
The arrangements for the digital adaptive filter compensating circuit are
shown for Vehicle I in solid lines in Figure 61 for lift-off and in FixAte 62
for maximum q. It is customary to use rate feedback for the stabilization of
the rigid body of aerodynamically unstable airframes like Vehicle I. It would
be possible to use this kind of compensation in conjunction with the digital
adaptive filter but it would not be the most advantageous type of application.
The rate feedback would em_ize the a_plitude of bending and other higher
frequency modes in the error signal on which the digital adaptive filter acts
and thereby make its task unnecessarily difficult. For this reason the arrange-
_ent shown in solid lines in Figures 61 and 62 is preferable. This incorporates
a feed forward network of _s/(Ts+l) and a network inside the loop of (l+_s)/
(I+O. 0_5 s). Siwple block diagram algebra reveals that this arrangement is
equivalent to a control system with a rate feedback. The pole at s =-I/O.025
should be considered in this context as part of the basic compensating scheme.
Using the hybrid simulation the response of Vehicle I under the control of
the digital adaptive filter was obtained. Results are shown in Figures 63 and 64
for lift-off and maximum q respectively. These show a very good step response
with a peak time of 3.2 and B.O seconds respectively and a peak overshoot of .2
and .05 degrees. The runs shown in Figures 65 and 66 are identical respectively
to Figures 63 and 64 except that the digital adaptive filter is replaced by a
unity gain. As may be observed the system at maximum q is quite unstable at the
bending and slosh modes; in other words, it could not be used without the digital
adaptive filter. However, the runs in Figures 63 and 64 also become unstable in
the rigid body at around 20 and 4 seconds respectively. The reason is that at
some time previously the fitted curve, the output of the digital adaptive filter
fades out. With no input signal to the airframe, the loop then opens upandthebasic
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aerodynamic instability of the airframe prevails.
It follows then, that some other mode of control must be introduced around
this time. This may be a linear control system designed to give over-all
stability but not necessarily high performance for step command inputs. One
such compensator is shown in dashed lines on Fignres 61 and 62. Figure 67
shows the combination run at maximum q where the digital adaptive filter is
started at T = O, the time of initiation of the command input step of one
degree. The system then works under the control of the digital filter until 3.2
seconds at which time the secondary filter takes over. This run, shown in
Figure 67, combines the fast response and elastic stability of the digital
adaptive filter with the long range rigid body stability of the secondary filter.
It is important to emphasize that the secondary filter design shown in
Figure 61 is not considered final at this time. Any of the designs proposed
for use with the digital polynomial filter in the preceding sections could be
used as a secondary filter (incorporating the digital polynomial filter). Then
the secondary filter would provide over-all stability and stress relief while
passing through the standard wind profile while the digital adaptive filter
would be available to provide high performance response to step command inputs
when needed.
In summary, the basic mode of operation for the system is as follows:
i) In the quiescent state the system is under the control of the secondary
filter which may incorporate an acceleration or angle of attack feedback path
with a digital polynomial filter or other low-pass filtering means for stress
relief.
2) The command signal is.continually monitored for steps or discontinuities
using properly selected L and L as discussed in the preceding section. When a
discontinuity is detected the fade in of the digital adaptive filter (control by
the digital adaptive filter with gradually increasing memory length commencing
with zero) is initiated.
3) After a fixed time interval elapses, control is returned to the secondary
filter.
4) Since digital adaptive filter operation is not desired when the vehicle
is subjected to large wind disturbance inputs, the fade-in process may also have
to be used on the filtered vehicle acceleration (or angle of attack) signals to
prevent the digital adaptive filter operation.
3.4 Conventions for Evaluating Performance with the Digital Filter
In this digest, response curves of the individual runs are presented only
as occasional illustrations. The principal information contained in the bulk
of the simulation runs has been reduced and is presented in a tabulated form.
A total of six quantities have been measured in the response curves and values
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for each are presented in the tables. Some of these are conventional definitions,
others have been derived for the specific needs of the digital adaptive filter
control. A list of the definitions follows with reference to Figure 68, which is
the sketch of a typical rigid body response obtained withthe digital adaptive
filter control loop.
a) 0vershoot_ m - The ratio of maximum rigid body amplitude over the
height of the input step to the amplitude of the input step. A negative value
of m implies auundershoot, expressed in percent.
b) Rise time, Tr - The time measured frcathe application of the step
input to the instant where the com_ndedvalue is crossed - units of seconds.
c) Peak time, Tp - The time measured fromthe application of the step input
to the instant of reaching the maximum rigid body overshoot - units of seconds.
d) Holding time, Th - The time interval following the application of the
step during whichthe rigid bodyresponse is held within ± 25 percent of the
height of the step input. In some cases a ± 50percent strip was used as indi-
cated in the tables - units of seconds.
e) Leaving slope a S - The slope at which the response curve leaves the
25 percent (or ± 50 percent) strip of holding. With reference to Figure 68
S = Tan , (length of one degree in inches/length of one second in inches).
Positive values of S indicate a divergence away from zero; negative values of S
indicate a divergence toward zero - units of degrees per second.
f) Relative engine deflection, 5/@g - The _Lwinnxm engine deflection in
degrees required to produce one degree step displacement of the attitude angle-
nondi_ensional.
These six quantities are recorded in the following tabulations of the para-
metric study in Tables XXI thrc_ghXXIV under the heading"Reduced Data." In
the left-hand section of the tableunder the heading "Identification" the vehicle
and flight condition is identified and the presence or absence of the secondary
filter is stated. Any parameters which deviate from the nominal ones shown in
Figure 68 are also listed. The actual parameter value is usually expressed in
percentages of the nominal, except where the nominal is zero. The parameters whic!
have off nominal values throughout an individual table are listed in the top left
portion of the table under "Identification." The parameters which vary from run
to run are individually listed in the left-hand side section of the table. Each
line of the tables represents an individual run.
3.4.1 Documentation of Sensitivity to Fittin 6 Parameters. - The performance
of the digital adaptive filter is +reasonably insensitive to variations in the
parameters which must be selected for the operation of the digital adaptive filter
loop. Most important among these are _and 6, the damping and frequency of the
desired damped sinusoidal mode which represents the rigid body transient component.
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Tables XXI and XXII show at lift-off and at maxi_ q, respectively, the
variation of the sets of performance numbers defined in Figure 68 with variations
of the _ and @ values assu_ed for the fitting. It is indicated that there is a
_+ I0 to .+20_ range of _ and @ variation within which the response is satisfactor_
This is important, becmase the daaping and frequency of the rigid body will only
be known approximtely and is subject to wariation during the flight. It should
be possible, however, to place the o and _ values selected for the fitting
process within +. 20_ of the actual damping and frequency of the rigid body.
Another group of parameters connected with the digital adaptive filter con-
sists of the sampling rate and the nunber of seaples which tosether determine
the length of the fitting interval after the memory is filled_ Table XXIII
illustrates, for the lift-off condition, that the performance of the s_mtem is
quite insensitive to the selection of these pe_eaeters provided that there are
more than ten samples and the le_ory is not m,ch shorter than half a predo_Lnant
rigid body cycle.
3.4.2 Documentation of Sensltivlt_ to Compensating Parameters.- The effect
of variation in the compensating network parameters was investigated at llft-off
flight condition. The results are summarized in Table XXlVwhich reveals no
sensitivity that could cause a problem.
3.2.3 Documentation of Sensltivit_ to Airframe Parameters.- One outstanding
characteristic of the digital adaptive filter is its insensitivity to variations
of airframe parameters, especially frequencies of bending modes. This is illus-
trated in Figure 69which reveals that even with variations of -20_ at the
first bending mode, -50% at the second, and -50% at the third the performance
is not seriously deteriorated from the nominal case shown in Figure 63.
B.4.4 Digital Adaptive Filter in Wind.- The digital adaptive filter is a
means of improving the performance of highly elastic boosters on step command
inputs. It is not a means of improving performance in wind or during the time
when the vehicle is passing through windshear profiles. The only thing which
can be expected from the digital filter during a passage through the standard
windshear profile is that it does not seriously impare the quality of control
during this period. The digital adaptive filter can actually fulfill this
expectation as is illustrated in Figure 70 where the filter is cut in during the
flight through the standard wind profile at 5.2 seconds for a 3.2 second duration.
When placed in the circuit, it will make an effort to quickly reduce the existing
attitude errors to zero as is evident in Figure 70. Such reduction is funda-
mentally opposite to the purpose of drift minimum control which attempts stress
relief through controlled drift. Consequently, the operation of the digital
filter is not desirable during the passage through the wind profile.
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3.5 Evaluation of Results
The digital adaptive filter is a means for improving the transient response
to step command inputs to a large launch vehicle typified by Study Vehicle I.
Results at both lift-off and maximum dynamic pressure flight conditions show
response times of less than 3.2 seconds with acceptable overshoot characteristics.
The filter was found to be quite insensitive to parameter variations in the
filtering routine, in the compensating circuits, or in the airframe itself.
The digital filter is not designed to reduce excessive stress or excessive
engine deflections while the missile is passing through a severe wind profile.
For these purposes, the remedies are best achieved through the application of
filtered acceleration or angle of attack feedback as discussed in the preceding
section of this report. The digital adaptive filter is most responsive to
step input commands and would thus require resolution of command inputs into a
series of steps. Studies required to establish the limits on the step size
necessary for discrimination from noise and to evaluate the effect on payload
performance were Judged by the MSFC sponsors of this study and by McDonnell to
have a low probability of demonstrating the applicability of the digital adaptive
filter to large launch vehicles. As a consequence, effort was diverted to the
study of the digital polynomial filter.
It should be mentioned finally that these studies do not include an inves-
tigation of the burnout flight condition for Vehicle I which presents the addi-
tional difficulty of having the first bending mode unstable in the open loop due
to cross coupling with the slosh modes. (This open loop bending instability was
also present in Vehicle II at the maximum q and burnout flight conditions.) The
digital adaptive filter effectively opens up the loop for the bending modes, and
if they are stable on an open loop basis, they will ring harmlessly even though
their damping may be small. If, however, the bending modes are unstable open loop
the amplitude of the oscillation will build up. Even so, the digital adaptive
filter curve fitting process can still operate effectively provided that the
stability compensation network keeps the bending mode response from diverging to
too large an amplitude before control is switched to the secondary filter. The
presence of an open loop instability of the body bending modes precludes the
use of periodic restarting of the digital adaptive filter suggested in Reference 3
and places a larger burden on the design of the secondary filter. Another
approach suggested by these studies is the use of the residual error signal, the
difference between the error signal and the digital filter output signal, for
damping of the bending modes through an appropriate network. This type of control,
however, was not developed because of the shift of interest in the program from
the digital adaptive filter to the digital polynomial filter.
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Figure 5 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. I With
Attitude and Affitude Rate Feedback
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Figure 6 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. I Without Filtering
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Figure 7 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. 1 Without Filtering
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Figure 8 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. 1 With the Digital Polynomial
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Figure 9 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. 1 With the Digital
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Figure 10 Unit Step Response of Study Vehicle No. 1 With the Digital
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Figure 10 Unit Step Response of Study Vehicle No. 1 With the Digital
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Figure 13 Root Location of First Degree (A1) Polynomial Fitting z
Transform With M = 12

















Figure 14a Root Location of Second Degree (A 2) Polynomial Fitting z
Transform With M - 12
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Figure 14b Root Location of Second Degree (Ao+AI+A2) Polynomial Fitting z
Transform With M = 12
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Figure 23 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. II With the Digital Polynomial
Filter in the Acceleration Feedback Loop
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Figure 23 Wind Response of Study Vehicle No. II With the Digital Polynomial
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Figure 69 Unit Step Response of Study Vehicle No. I With the Digital
Adaptive Filter
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2.5 SPS, 25 Stored Samples
Number of Samples = 25













































































_G at _G at pPea_
2 sec. 15.5 sec. amp.
(deg ) (deg) (deg )
0 +.16 +4 +i0.2
•03 i+.08 +1.6 +3.0
.06 0 -.8 -1.6
•09 0 -3.2 -4.72
.12 0 -3.2 -6.8
•15 -.4 -4.0 -8.6
.18 -.4 -5.2 -lo.o
._ -.o8 - 5.2 -11.o
0 +.4 +I0.0 +10.4
•03 +.4 +2.4 +4.8
.06 +,8 +.8 -4.2
•09 +.6 -.8 -7.04
.12 +.64 -1.28 -8.8
•15 !+.4 -3.2 -11.6
0 +.4 +.8 +2.4
•03 0 -.8 -2.4
.06 -.08 -2.4 -4.9













































0 +.72 +2.0 +3.0
•o3 +.56 +.o_ -3.2
.06 +.56 -.8 -6.08
•o9 +.56 -1.88 -8.48
.12 +.6 -2°48 -10.4
• 15 +.52 -3.44 -12
atom
+1.2 +2.2 +.4 +2.11 -.24
-.04 -3.2 +.5 +2.1 +.56
-.96 -5.8 +.52 +2.1 +.22
-2.24 -8.4 +.6 +2.0 -.12
-3.2 -10.4 +.62 +2.0 -.42
-3.6 -11.2 +.62 +2.1 --7
+1.2 +2.4 +.58 +2.48 +.30
0 -3.2 +.6 +2.36 +.58
-1.36 -6.4 +.64 +2.30 +.16
-1.76 -8.0 +.7o +2.30 -.2
-3.12 -10.48 +.74 +2.28 -.50










+. 92 +2.76 -. 74
+.3o +2.9 --9 +
+. 3 +i. 4 -.12 +
+-5 +2.2 +.01 +
+.3 +2.3 -.2 +









Normalized Bendin_ Mode Deflections
flip 112p _]3P I]4P 81PP
peak peak peak peak peak








































+.188 +.037 +.0154 +.0017 .066
+.177 +.036 +.0148 .0016 .072
+.1745 +.035 +.0145 .0015 .085
+.172 +.035 +.014 .0015 .098
• ' "7" . 0142 0015 108_-',a +.034 _ . .








VEHICLE II, _IT STEP INPUT
IESI_ II,i
O@
K ¢ - .095 With Zero Degree (.AO)










p_eG_ TG _C.G..M. (2.G Rate StatePeak peak _Pma]_"' _s Att.
Amp. Time _ap. Time de _s
(deg) (see) (deg) (see) (_-_c) (deg)
1 1.0 9* t.02 6.2 .70 7.0 .0225
2 1.0 25 t.22 9.0 .90 9.3 i.O0
3 1.5 9* t.00 8.7 •70 9.0 •70
4 1.5 15 i.01 6.2 .75 7.5 .0215
5 2.5 9* • 92 6.2 • 65 8.0 . 0253
6 2.5 13- 1.1o 6.0 .8o 6.8 .o253
7 2.5 17- i.oo 6.o .7o 6.75 .on6
8 2.5 21- 1.12 6.2 .80 7.0 .0145
9 2.5 23* 1.17 9.0 .82 8.5 .025
10 2.5 23* 1.O0 6.5 .68 6.5 .00765
n 2.5 25 1.04 6.5 .7_ 6.5 1.oo769
t2 2.5 25 1.07 6.1 .76 7.5 .038
t3 2.5 27* 1.17 8.8 .88 9.0 .018
t4 4.0 35_ 1.10 6.0 .80 7.0 .015
15 &.O 37* I.i0 6.3 .80 7.5 .016
L6 &.O 39 1.04 6.5 .76 7.5 .00833
L7 _.0 41 l.Ob, 6.5 .80 7.5 .0074
18 I_.0 43- 1.04 6.5 .78 7.5 .01111







JY VEHICLE II, I_SIGN II.l 9




Engine of Slosh-Peak to Peak Peak Damp_g
Angle Attack A_litude knp. Factor
(d_e_ (deg_max_.ZlPP Zg.pp . Z_pp @ters d(meters) (meters) (meters) /sec 2 ] (1/sed
-.36 i00 .122 O_ .134 +.135 +.0179
-.39 1.16 108 .04 136 +.II_ W0252
-.35 .88 .176 .038 .143 +.143 _.0258
-.36 1.00 .122 .0_ .138 +.Ib2 -.021
-.35 .90 .497 .O61 .39_ +.220 +.IO9
| i
-.38 1.04 .154 .052 .164 +.155 +.01185
-.36 1.00 ,218 .038 .218 +.I_8 +.0_14
-.4o 1.16 .147 .e_9 .16o5 +.158 _.o[:,o1
-.35 1.20 .148 .0_4 .157 +.153 +.0937




-.37 1.02 .131 .04 .147 -,IAO0 -.o20e
-.39 1.04 .133 .04 .154 +150 -.0227
+.38 1.14 .147 .04 .145 +150 +.008_
-.38 1.14 .15 .044 .157 +150 +.0107
--37 1.16 .14 .047 .154 +,1148 +.OO537
--37 1.06 .136 .0_ .147 -.I_00 -.0382
-.38 1.o_ .131 .04 .148 -,IAO0 -.oo893
















































































































RESPONSE CF VEHICLE ii,
DIFFERENT SAI,_PLE RATES A
Measured
Attitude
No. of _GPSample Stored ak
Run Rate Samples Amp.
No (i/sec) M' [(deg)
I 2.5 25 I.-2_
2* _ 35 l. 50
3 _ 37 1.21
)4 4 _]- 1.13
5* _ z_3 1.23














6C.G.M. _C.G.M. Rate State
Peak Peak _ s
Amp. Time .deg. _s t"
_t

















_gine of Slosh-Peak to Peak
Angle Attack Amplitude
,_ax .C_ax, ZIPP Z2pp ,Z3pp
,_ (deg) (meters) (meters) (meters)taeg
-.40 I. 19 •129 •054 .162
.200 1.40 .106 .068 .157
.162 1.20 .138 -ose .16e
.160 1.16 .136 .058 .161
m i
.162 1.20 .136 .056 .161
A










































































VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP ENPUT
DESIGN lle3
K = .095 RESPONSE
I




Constant _GP TG _CGM! TCGM Rate
of _ Peak Peak Peak Peak "_s
Run Feedback Amp. Time Amp. Time (deg)




i 7* +I.i 8.75 +.V8 8.5 .0200 - - -.39
2 8 +t.13 8.5 +.81 8.5 .02oo - - -._
3 9 _1.63 6.0 FI.I 6.0 .0222 - - -.6
zo ,1 13 9.0 +.82 85 .o2oo - - - 38
5 Ii +1.18 8.75 + 8A 8 5 0213 - - - 39
6 12 I-1.19 8.75 +.84
I I I
7 15 _1.22 8.75 + 88
8 20 +1.25 9.0 + 92
8.5 .0213 - - -.39
i ii
8 5 .0192 - - -.39
,i
9.0 oz&? - - -4
9 30 +1.28 7.0 +.9_ 9.0 .0185 - - -._







OF VEHICLE II, IESIGN II.3,
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VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
TAHLE X
































































































}[ICLE II, IESIGN II.l































































































































































































































































































































* unstable run, values given apply to _o_,_<-__°n seconds
,, I -,I
LEXI
OF VEHICLE II, IESIGN II.2























































































































































































































































































VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
TAHLE XII
RESPC_SE CHARACTERISTICS OF VEHICI_




Forward _GP TG _CGM TCGM rate!Engine
Loop Rate peak peak peak peak _S angle
Run System iFeeclback amp. time amp. time deg RMAY
.o. Gain x lGain (deg) (see) (deg) j(sec) se--__(deg)
i" 1.8 5.0 +l.Oh 8.6 +.80 7.3 .029 +.120
i
2 2.0 5.0 +I.OO 6.0 +.75 7.5 .O25 .140
3 2.2 5.0 +1.O2 6.3 +.75 7-5 .O29 -.144
4 2.4 5.0 +1.11 6.0 +.82 7.5 .o41 -.164
5 2.6 5.0 +1.20 6.2 +.80 7.5 .O29 +.180
6_ 2.6 3.5 +1.27 6.0 +1.O5 7.3 .026 +.166
7 2.6 h.O +1.20 6.0 +l.O0 7.5 .O29 -.156
8 2.6 6.0 +1.20 9.0 +.81 7.5 .O33 +.166
9 2.6 7.5
















































































































































VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
MCDONNELL




RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF VEHICLE Ii









Attitude Attitude Att. Angle
 .te %  .te
Feedback Peak Peak Peak _s Angle Attack
Amp. Time Amp. Time (deg _ Bmax C_max












1.2o 8.5 .9o 9.0
1.21 9.0 .88 8.5
1.19 9.0 .8_ 9.0
1.19 9.0 .8o 7-5
1.21 6.5 .74 6.5
1.21 6.5 .70 6.5
1.24 6.5 .69 6.0
1.39 6.5 1.11 7.0
1.25 6.5 .98 %0
1.14 6.0 .84 7.5
1.16 9.5 .70 8.5
1.29 9.5 .65 9.0
.0098 -.3o 1.o8
.o_44 -.32 1.10










*Unstable run, values given apply to first 20 seconds.
162
B897
















































•157 .044 .154 +, 1)$I0
• 126 .065 • 17 +.1650
































































. oo44 -. 0024
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RESPONSE CHARACGERISTICS OF V]
FOR VARIATIONS IN THE SYST_
Forward Rate
Run Loop Feedback amp. time amp. time deg





GP TG CGM rate angleTCGpeak peak peak pea_ _S
(deg)
1 1.8 5 1.2o* 8.5 .9_ 8.5 .o19 -.315
2 2.0 5 1.X5 9.5 .86 8.0 .026 -.35
3 2.2 5 1.13 8.6 .8o 8.75 .027 -.40
4 2.b_ 5 1.16 6.2 .84 8.5 .027 -.415
5 2.6 5 1.21 6.1 .8o 9.0 .o28 -.45
6 2.7 5* 1.28 6.1 .8o 8.75 .o17 +.51
7 2.8 5 UNS FABLE
8* 2.2 _.O 1.20 6.0 1..00 7.0
9* 2.2 4.5 1.13 8.6 .85 7.o




ii* 2.2 6.0 1.25 9.0 .76 8.5 .0133 +.45





_ICLE II, DESIGN 11-3
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VEHICLE II, WIND INPUT
DESIGN II,2
.o95
System Gain K = 2.4
TABLE XV
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF VE
FOR VARIATIONS IN _HE COF_WANE
Measured Attitude
Command _G at _g at
Rum Compensation 2 sec. 15e5 sec.
No. Network (deg) (deg)
i i + lOs _.20 - 2.00
i + 50s
2 i + 20s +.20 -1.60
I + lOOs
3 I + 40s +.30 - 1.00
1 + 200s







































































































II II I III I
VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
TABLE XVI
RESPONSE CHARACTEP_'STICS OF VEHICLE II,




CI C2 _ _p TG _t_GM TCG Rate Engine
Aero. Engine Peak Peak Peak Pea_ _s Angle
Ti. Ti.e,deg,B.o 
No., Coeff. Coeff. (deg) (sec) (deg) (sec) ''-s-'_- (S_)
1 Nora. Naa. 1..04. 6.25 .75 7.5 .0385 -.36
i i
2 la.. -2o6 1..1. 6.oo .8o 7.5 .o198 +.44
i
3 Nmm. +_ 1.55 6.20 .97 6.5 .01_7 +.5h
i
4 -20% Nam. i.i0 6.15 .80 8.0 .0323 -.38
Ill

































































































































DATE z i96 
REVISED
REVISED
VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
_F31GN II.I
System Gain, K = 2.2






FOR VAMIATION OF THE
Rigid
Percent Measured Body Eng
Change Attitude Attitude Att An
No. of In _GP i TGP _CGM TCGM Rate _m
Stored Bending Peak Peak Peak Peak _ P_
Ru_ Bamples Frequency Amp. Time Amp. Time (_ A_
No. I M _1 w2 _3 (deg) (sec)i(deg) (see)"sec ) (d,
2 25 -5q -5_ 1.14 6.50 .80 7.0 .025 -
3" 23 1.05 1.20 .70 6.8 .o2 -
4 27 1.16 6.5 .83 8.0 .0123 -

















e5 -io_ o o-1.2
e5 _1o_ o o
29 +i0_ 0 0
33 +i0_ 0 0
41 _i0_ 0 0
7 +.83 7.2 .018
-I_ o o-1.15 7 +.8
o-1.147 +.760 _ 0 'i.12 9 +.81
0 0 r1.18 9 -.82





-10_ i0_-10_ -1.08 3.75 +.75
.lO_ Io_.1o%LI.O8 6.751+.78




















_CS FOR VEHICLE I!, IESI_ II.l
IBENDIN0 M01E Fm_QUENCIES
te Angle
of Slosh Modes - Peak
_" Attack to Peak Amplitude
).








)9 1.o8 .o87 .O41 .118
)9 •97 .o873 .0414 .1187
)8 1.io .0785 .0414 .i169
)9 I.06 .O838 .0419 .1169








-.18 -.on -.o57 .o988
-.18 +.005
-.18 -.0166 -.056 .096
















_9 -I.I .0768 .0384 .0908 -.ii +.0141 _STJBLE
+1.04 .0768 .0384 .09O8 -.ii -.0179 -.062 .104
)7 -1.o6 .1396 .o38_ .1449 +.12 -.o3o1 -.048 .o8o
_l +l.16 .1571 .0524 .1745 -.13 -.0116 .0994
_9 +l.04 .1431 .0436 .1571 -.15 -.0228 -.O53 .090
)9 +1.16 .1396 .0436 .1571 -.15 -.0228
+1.2 .0750 .0436 .0942 -.12 +.0276
_i +1.24 .0838 .0471 .0942 -.12 -.013
+l.14 .0838 .0471 .0942 -.12 -.069l
_81+i.04 .0733 .0384 .0908 -.11 +.0028_
!+1.04 .0768 .0366 -O873 -.i0 -.0196















































































































































VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
IIU I II
TABLE XVIII
STEP HESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS FOR VEHICLE II
FOR VARIATIONS OF THE BODY BENDING MOIE
Rigid
Percent Measured Body _ng
Change Attitude Att!tude Att An
Stored Bending ak Peak Peak _ s '
Run lSamples LFrequency Amp. Time Amp. Time (deg) Am
.o. M _ _ _ ideg) (see) (deg) (see)-s-_- (de
1. 25 "--5¢-5_-5_1.,7 6.5 .r_ 7.0 r.o2_ -.
2* 29 -5g-Sg-5_i 1.2h 6.5 .8o 6.5 .o2857 +.
3 25 -5_ -5'g -5_
i
5 25 +5g o o
,, i L
6* 25 -Sg o o ]..]..8 6.5 .8o 7.o .o263 +.
7 27 -5'_ 0 0 1.17 6.5 .78 7.0 .0323 +.
8* 29 -Sg o o ,.lo 7.o .74 6.5 +.










of Slosh Modes - Peak
C.
: Attack to Peak Amplitude
(O_ov.cl_g_ZIPP Z2PP " ZSPP(meters) (meters) (meters)
i.i0 .091 .052 .127
122 .llO .o_ .z31
1.18 .089 .045 .Z2_
1.18 .089 .0_9 .127













































Peak Peak Peak Peak Peak
Amp. Osc. Amp. Osc. ,amp. Osc.
Is)i(meters)! (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters)
.... 0073 - - - .0019 - - - .O001?
.... 0077 - - - .0019 - - - .0o017
.... 00_9 .... oo£4 .... o0017
.... 00_4 - - - .0012 - - - .o0o17
.... 0058 .... 0016 .... 00017
.... oo56 .... oo16 - - - .ooo17
i i
+.oo7o .oo61 -.oo3o .oo16 -.o0o31 .00o17






VEHICLE II, UNIT STEP INPUT
TABLE XIX
STEP RF_PC_SE CHARACTERISTICS FOR VEHICLE













Percent Measured Body Eng
Change Attitude Attitude Att An
in _GP TGp _CGM TCGM Rate 8m
Bending Peak Peak Peak Peak _s Pe,
Frequency Amp. Time Amp. i Time (deg) Am
_i w2 _3 ideg) (see) (deg) (see) -_- (de_
-5( o o 1.o51 6.5
-5% o o l.O2 6.5
-lO% o o l.l_ 6.8
.78 9.0 .3'
i
•79 9.0 .025 +.3q
.82 7.5 .O256 .4,
-10_-10_-1_ 1.20 6.8 .80
6.5 .8o
+5_ +5g +5_





-54 Nominal 1.50 16.O i.IO iO.O 4.6
Nominal 1.16 8.8 .83 II.0 .0244 3.7









Slosh Modes - Peak
to Peak Amplitude
ZIPP Z2PP . ZBPP
meters) (meters) (meters)
1.04 .079 .035 .i06
1.00 .O80 .037 .i12
l.OO .o61 .o35 .o96
[
1.14 .o79 .o4o .O9l
1.08 .08_ .0_0 .n?
i
1.12 .O92 .0_9 .127
1.30 .079 .044 .i19












d Amp • Osc
(I/sec) (meters) (mete:
-. o311 -. 052 . o8!






-.0186 - - - .09!
-.0285 -.058 .O_













Peak Peak Peak Peak Peak Peak
Amp. Osc. Amp. Osc. Amp. Osc.
's ) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters)
i
+.oo61 .0052 -.oo26 .0013 -.ooo31 .00o17
-.oo61 .oo49 -.oo26 .ooi_ -.ooo33 .00o17
-.0073 .0052 -.0028 .oo14 -.ooo33 .00017
- - - .oo87 - - - .oo2]. - - - .ooo17
LmS_ ABLE - - - .0017 - - - .00017
- - - .0045 - - - .001e - - - .00017
UI_ ABLE - - - .0017 - - - .00017
+. 0o66 .oo54 +.oo31 .0014 -.ooo31 .ooo17







VEHICLE II, WIND INPUT
DESI_ 11.2
2.5 SPS K = 2.2
Number os Samples stored 25
TABLE
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS



















































































_G at _ G at peak



















J3 at peak Rebound
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VEHICLE REPRESENTATION AND DATA
This appendix summarizes the data used in the digital filter simulation
studies. Included are the rigid body, elastic airframe, and sloshing propellant
data for the two study vehicles. Also included are the equations of motion used
in the analysis together with a matrix representation of the equations and the
numerical values of the vehicle coefficients. Additional data defines the engine
transfer function end three wind profiles used in the analog computer analysis.
The data is tabulated for both study vehicles for each of the three flight
times investigated. The times studied correspond to three distinct flight
regimes along the booster vehicle trajectory; they are lift-off (t = 0), maxiwum
dynamic pressure (t = 80 sec. ), and the first stage burn-out (t = 156 sec. for
vehicle I and t = 157 sec. for vehicle II).
A.1 Basic D_ta
The data used for calculatioa of the study vehicle coefficients were
obtained from Reference 4 and are tabulated in Tables (A.1) and (A.lO) for
vehicles I and II respectively for the three flight times investigated, lift-
off, maximum dynamic pressure (max q), and stage i burn-out. The normalized
bending deflections and slopes as a function of body station, also obtained
from Reference A , are tabulated in Tables (A.2) through (A.4) and (A.II)
through (A.13) for vehicles I andll respectively. In these tables Yi(x) is
defined as the bending deflection of the i_ mode at stati_ x and Y'(x) is
the ith mode bending slope at station x. The same source provided bijding mode
mass and frequency data as a function of flight time. These data are tabulated
in Tables (A.5) and (A.14) for vehicles I andII. Sloshing propellant data from
Reference A are tabulated in Tables (A.6) and (A.15) for vehicles 1 and 2
respectively.
A.2 Computed Bending Data
The bending deflection and slope values used in this study are tabulated
in Tables (A.7) through (A.9) and (A.16) through (A.18) for vehicles I and II
respectively. In addition the tables show the station location of the feedbacE
sensors used in the study.
@
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A. 3 Equations of Motion
The pitch axis response of the study vehicles using the body fixed coordi-
nate system of Figures (A.I) and (A.2) can be described by the following equa-
tions of motion:
Moment E_uation
%_ %_ c2%÷% ÷% *% (A.I)
where
F_cg 4 F 4















•- 3 =sJ _sJ




= %+_cs " _ (A.3)


















1 _ "sj [ZsjYl(_sj+ TEYt(N) + E j
9S
+ Mi (X i = 1,2,3,4
(A.4 - A.7)










- z Yi (x_)_i
_G = _cg i
4 ,
= gcg " z Yi (x-')_i
i w
_" E' N' 4
=m _ +-e-_A"m _cg + E Yi (xy) _i
i
l 3 msj Zsj







(Equations A.13 and A.I4 are written for gA and _ negative at the maximum
q flight condition.)
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C2 : _ _cg (A.16)
la = Xcg - x_ (A.IT)
_A = Xcg - xA (A.18)
_cp = Xcg - Xcp (A.19)
_cg = Xcg " x_ (A.20)
_sJ = leg - Xsj (A._)
4
I
= 13R - Z Yi (x_) qi (A.22)
i
A.4 Matrix Representation
To facilitate control system analysis the vehicle equations defined in A.3
were written in matrix form and the coefficients were evaluated for each vehicle
and flight time. The vehicle I equations are illustrated in Table A.19 an_ the
coefficient values are presented in Tables A.20 through A.22 for the three flight
times.
Notice that the coefficient matrix at liftoff (Table A.20) contains one less
row and column than is illustrated in (Table A .19). This simplication is pos-
sible since the angle of attack _ is zero at this time allowing the removal of
the third row and seventh column.
Tables A.23 through A.26 illustrate the corresponding data for vehicle II.
Here the third row and eighth column are removed from the coefficient matrix at
liftoff (Table A.24).
A.5 Engine Dynamics
The study vehicle I configuration contains five similar engines, four of
which are controllable. Only four of the eight engines present on vehicle II



















Rigid Body Coordinate System
(Rigid body axis)














"Z '' = Normal deviation from _ _ _mmy ; (X_))71 (Angle)
/tV
Y__ I (X/9)r/1 (Deflection)
_R_/I _/_R
Figure A.2 First Bending Mode Geometry
RIGIDBODY AXIS
Z
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can be gimballed. The engine actuator dynamics used for both vehicles had the
following operational limits on the gimb_lled engines:




where _ is the engine angle referenced to the rigid body axis at the gimbal
point. The .following transfer function, obtained from Reference 4, relates
the engine gimbal angle (_) to the engine command angle (Bc).
BR _ 31129.6
Bc (s + I_.6_) (s + _.538 ± J _5.88)
A.6 Wind Data
The wind data used in the Digital Adaptive Filter study of the two study
vehicles is based on the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center "Synthetic Wind
Profile" contained in Reference 4. The wind angle of attack (_w) value as a
function of time for the max-q flight condition is shown in Figure (A.3a). This
is defined as wind profile 1 for this study. Two variations of this profile were
used in the analog computer study. Figure (A.3b) illustrates wind profile 2 which
includes a 2 ° step reduction in wind angle of attack at time 17.5 seconds. Wind
profile 3, shown in Figure (A.3c) consists of wind profile 1 with a sine wave
superimposed beginning at time 15.5 seconds. The frequency of the sine wave and
the size of the step were varied in the studies.


























STUDY VEHICLE I DATA
Total booster engine thrust
Control engine thrust
Vehicle mass











Control engine first moment
of swivel




















































































































STUDY VEHICLE I BATA
First bending mode damping
Second bending mode damping
Third bending mode damping
First bending mode frequency
Second bending mode frequency
Third bending mode frequency
First slosh mode mass
Second slosh mode mass
Third slosh mode mass
First slosh mode damping
Second slosh mode damping
Third slosh mode damping
First slosh mode fPequency
Second slosh mode frequency
Third slosh mode frequency
Distance from cg to first
slosh mass
Distance from cg to second
slosh mass
Distance from cg to third
slosh mass
Distance from cg to angle
of attack sensor
Distance from cg to
acceleration sensor
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STUDY VEHICL_ I DATA
Symbol Definition Units Lift-off Max-q Burn-out
Icp
x_


















NORMALIZED BSNDINC DEFLgCTION3 AND SLOPES vs.
































































































































































































































































































































NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND
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BENDINC MODE _SS AND FREQUENCY vs.











































































































































































¢_ = .oo5 .0o05
_;_ = .oo5
Subscripts
B1 = ist bending mode
B2 = 2nd bending mode
B3 = 3rd bendin_ mode
B4 = 4th bendin_ mode
< CBi L_ .025









































































•055 _ _sj _ .03
_sj = XCG - Xsj : Distance from the slosh mass CG to the vehicle CG.
Subscripts: i - ist stage RP - I
2 - ist stage LOX
3 - 2nd stage LOX
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STUDY VEHICLE II I_TA
Definition
Total booster engine thrust
Control engine thrust
Vehicle mass











Control engine first moment
of swivel
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STUDY VEHICLF II _ATA
Generalized fourth mode
bending mass
First bending mode damping
Second bending mode damping
Third bending mode damping
Fourth bending mode damping
First bending mode frequency
Second bending mode frequency
Third bending mode frequency
Fourth bending mode frequency
First slosh mode mass
Second slosh mode mass
Third slosh mode mass
First slosh mode damping
Second slosh mode damping
Third slosh mode damping
First slosh mode frequency
Second slosh mode frequency
Third slosh mode frequency
Distance from cg to first
slosh mass
Distance from cg to second
slosh mass











































































































Definition Units Lift-off Max-q Burn-out
Distance from cg to angle
of attack sensor
Distance from cg to
acceleration sensor
Distance from cg to engine
gimbal point
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NC_MALIZED BERDI_ DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES
VS. STATION - VEHICLE II LIFT-OFF





















































































































































































































































NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES

























































































































































































































































NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES
VS. STATION - VEHICLE II LI_T-OFF


































































































































































































NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES
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NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES
VS. STATION - VEHICLE II MAXIMUM q






















































































































































































































































TABLE A. 12 (Contlnued)
NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES







































































































































































NORMALIZED BENDII_ DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES













































































































































































































TABLE A. 13 (Contlnued)
NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES
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NORMALIZED BENDING DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES




































































































































































BEFDI_} MOlE MASS ARD FREQ_3CY










0 .3432 1-93188 8056
i0 .3468 190179.6 8124
20 .3503 187663.4 8206
30 .3537 185474.8 8302
40 .3570 183447.2 8413
50 .3602 181332.2 8537
60 .3632 178807.2 8676
70 .3661 175455.7 8825
80 .3690 170748.1 8984
90 .3719 164030.3 9148
lO0 .3750 154477.3 9312
ii0 .3784 141217.7 9472
120 i.3828 123324.7 9625
130 1.3889 100064.3 9772
140 .3990 71417.6 9924
150 .4280 34467.2 L.0223




















C B1 = .005 C .oo5




B 1 = ist bending mode
B 2 = 2nd bending mode
B3 = 3rd bending mode




2 1.3978 162154.5 1.9665 350110.7
3 1.3983 165879.3 1.9764 423460.6
4 1.3989 165517.7 [.9824 498270.4
6 1.4006 160882.0 1.9856 582366.3
6 1.4041 152473.5 1.9870 643847.6
L.4105 141015.6 1.9873 690353.0
.4212 127235.5 1.9873 700359.1
L.4375 112894.8 1.9880 640126.6
.4616 98114.7 1.9900 565743.8
[.4958 84381.6 1.9947 460784.2
.5432 72794.8 2.0050 _23332.1
.6063 64581.8 2.0268 198745.3
.6839 63649.8 2.0763 102021.2
[.7621 81053.7 2.1963 50113.5
.8180 131216.5 2.4798 28619.2
[.8534 169695.1 3.2215 16001.4
[.8639 169960.9 3.9569 20333_.9
< .025
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%sj .03 with baffles
_sj = XCG - Xsj : Distance from _the
Subscripts:
1 - 1st stage RP - 1
2 - 1st stage LOX
3 - 2nd stage LOX
•055 <- A.o3
slosh mass CG to the vehicle CG.
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Y1(Xsl )S2+ Y I (Xsl)
Y 1(Xs2)S2+( F'_-mIY1 (Xs2)
/F-X\ ,
Y,(Xs3) S2 +_ "_")Y , (Xs3)














Y 3(Xs 2)S2 + (_"-X_ (Xs2)
Y 3(Xs3) $2 +(_')Y_ (Xs3)
2 F-X msl





-ms___ y 2(X s ,) S2+_F___ly,_ (X sl )
M2
-ms1" 2 /F-X\ • i "
M3 Y3(Xs,)S +(--_-)Y3,Xs_)
S2+2Cs1(+s,S++02s,
-_S2 2 / F-x\m
m S
-+__++IY,ix+++s+










)NS - I_TRIX EEPRESENTATION
-_s3 - /F-X\ m S3
,xx°- t°_x
ms 3 S 2
m




























[SEY I(X8)+IEY'_ (XB)] S';' R'Y.I(Xfl)
-M 1 M1
SEY 2(Xfl)+IEY _ (Xfl)] S.2 R" Y2 (Xfl)
-M 2 M2
[SEY3(X8)+IEY'_(X,8)Is= R"Y3(Xs)
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MATRIX COEFFICIENTS - STUDY VEHICLE II MAXIMUM q
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Figure A.3 Synthetic Wind Profiles
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This appendix presents the mechanization details of the Digital Filter
hybrid simulation studies which used the PACE 231R analog computer and the
UNIVAC 1218 digital computer. The analog computer simulates the study vehicle
equations of motion, the engine dynamics and the control loop compensating net-
works. Control signals generated by the analog computer were applied to the
UNIVAC 1218 digital computer through A-D conversion equipment. Individual pro-
grams were written for the UNIVAC 1218 digital computer for the Digital Adaptive
Filter and for the polynomial filter.
The UNIVAC 1218 digital computer input and output signals were processed
by the ADAGE A-D and D-A conversion equipment. The computational speed (memory
access time (read and write) of 4 micro seconds), the core memory (16 thousand)
and the fixed point (fixed word 18 bits ) features of the UNIVAC 1218 digital
computer were sufficient to provide real time operation for the studied range
of sampling rates and digital computer program lengths.
B.I Digital Filter Polynomial Curve Fit Program
The polynomial curve fit is a least-squares polynomial approximation to a
given number of dependent variable values (samples), all of which are assumed
to be equally reliable. In general the approximation can be performed to any
desired degree polynomial; however, the fitted polynomial in the digital simu-
lation was limited to the second degree. The following specific equations





where Ai is the polynomial approximation end
+M
Ri = Pi2 (,,2.) (B.2)
N=-M
f (NT) = filter input samples
M = M'(number of samples considered) -i
2
(_ is an integer)
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T : sample period
i = O, i, or 2
and
Po (,,2.)= i (B.S)
h (_,2.) = "- (B.41M
1'2 (.,2.): _ - " (" +i)
. (_-I) (B-5)
The least-squares fit polynomial approximation for t = M T (output corresponding




where n = O, i, or 2
The value of n corresponds to zero, first, and second degree polynomial curve
fitting. Since equations (B.2) through (B.5) are not functions of the sample
values, they were evaluated only once prior to the hybrid simulation rum for
selected value of M'. Prior to a run the computer sample storage block of 2M +l
samples was filled with zeros. As the samples were received from the A-D con-
verter, each value in the storage block was shifted one location, the oldest
value being shifted out of the block.
B.2 Digital Adaptive Filter Simulation
The hybrid simulation of the Digital Adaptive Filter had the following
equations mechanized on the UNIVAC 1218. The fitted curve forms (also the
digital filter output ) programmed were
(i) Two parameter fitting
eF (t) = A¢-Czt cos _t + Be "_t sin _t (B.7)
(2) Three parameter fitting
eF (t) = Ae-at cos _t + Be -at sin _t + C¢-st (B.8)
where _ and _ for two parameter fitting and _, _ and _ for three parameter
fittings were preselected program inputs for each hybrid run. The digital filter
program solved for the amplitude coefficients A, B, and C from the following
expressions.
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UAi = e -_ti cos _t i
uBi = e -C_i sin _ti
uCl = e-Stl
i = 0,1,---Mmax-i
and, as an example
M




• E = uAiEi
where E i is the value of the ith sample of the stored input signal. The value
of M was increased by i as each input sample was received, starting with M = I,
until M = Mma x (the maximum number of samples to be stored) was reached. After
the memory is filled the oldest stored sample is dropped as each new sample is
received.
be program also included the fade-in logic which provided for the compmri-
son of the two most recent samples. If a discontinuity exceeding a predetermined
value was detected in the sampled signal or its first derivative, the curve fit-
ting process was restarted.
B.4 Analog Computer Simulation
The analog computer diagram of the study vehicle equations of motion for
the rigid body, elastic body, and sloshing propellants, together with the
feedback sen__or equations is illustrated in Figures (B.I) and (B.2). The .
MkC 231LA{,i (REV t4 JUN 62)
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computer mechanization of the two control methods studied are illustrated indi-
vidually on Figures B.3 and B.4 for the Polynomial Curve Fit and the Digital
Adaptive Filter loops, respectively. The diode function generator circuits used
to generate the wind profiles are omitted from the diagrams. For simplicity, the
analog computer is shown tied directly to the UNIVAC 1218 digital computer. The
A-D and D-A conversion blocks are omitted.
The Polynomial Curve Fit Control Loop, Figure B.3, accepted inputs from
all four feedback sensors. Each of these signals was available directly or as
an output of the Polynomial Curve Fit program. The Polynomial Curve Fit Program
outputs were each available as a zero, one, or two degree polynomial curve fit.
The computer parameters varied were the sample rate at which the UNIVAC 1218
input signals were processed and the number of stored samples as determined by
M (Equation B.2).
The Digital Adaptive Filter Control Loop, Figure B .4, contained two separate
error summation and filter channels, one for the digital filter control and one
for the secondary filter control. Control was alternated between the two loops
manually as a function of time. The error signal sample rate and the number of
samples stored in the UNIVAC 1218 were both capable of being varied between runs.
As is the case with most analog computer simulations, numerous changes were
made in the individual components and the system scaling and switching to satisfy
the specific study requirements.
The nominal potentiometer settings used for study vehicles I and II are
tabulated in Table B.1. Toggle switches provided on the PACE analog console
were connected to provide for necessary sign inversions when the simulation was
changed from one flight time or study vehicle to another. Additional switches
were utilized to connect or remove the bending and slosh modes from the simula-
tion. The switch positions as a function of study vehicle and flight time are
defined in Table B.2
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TABLE B .2 (Continued)
ANALOG COMPUTER SWITCH POSITIONS
VEHICLE i VEHICLE 2
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DIGITAL _ SI]_F_4TION OF THE DIGITAL FILT_ COJ_ROL SYST_4
A digital simulation of the digital adaptive filter control system was per-
formed on the IBM 7094. This program consisted of eight different subroutines to
simulate the various elements of the control system as shown in Figure C.I.
These subroutines performed the following functions.
Subroutine A - Input function generation
Subroutine B - Digital adaptive filter sad secondary filter com_atatiom
Subroutine C - Linear compe_atiom of digital filter and secaudaryfilter
paths
Subroutine D - Engine actuator dynamics
Subroutine E - Simulation of the vehicle equations of motion including
the body bending and fuel slosh equations
Subroutine F - Control system feedback paths for the digital filter and
the secondary filter
Subroutine G - Feedback summati_ of the digital filter sad secondary
filter
Subroutine H - Generation of the control system wind inputs
A description of the elements and functions of each subroutine follows.
C.I Subroutine A
This subroutine generates the system input signal r(t) where
r(t) = rlCt) + r2(t)
where rl(t ) is a table look of function with a linear interpolation between
selected amplitudes and their corresponding times and r2(t ) determines the time








br Sr) Sg r=O
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The r(t) is used as am input to both the digital adaptive filter amd the secon-
dary filter after being processed by two linear prefilters. Thus,
i + _DR2S
r(S)
i KSRI +. _SRISr F(t) = r(S)
i + _SR_
C.2 Subroutine B
The block diagram (Figure C.2) shows the paths and the functions of the
equations programmed in Subroutine B. The basic digital filter path contains
the fade-in function, the curve fitting process with options for one, two, and
three parameter amplitude fitting, Z transform compensation, and signal updatin_.
Two other functions contained in the simulation are the generation of the resi-
dual curve (error signal with the rigid body component subtracted out) and the
secondary filter forward loop compensation. With reference to the numbered
blocks in Figure C.2 the simulated equations are:
i. Input Signals, r(t)
The inputs are generated in Subroutine A.
me Sampler
2a. The Digital Filter input and feedback signals are sampled at a rate of
m per second.
2b. The Secondary Filter input and feedback signals are sampled at a rate
of ms samples per second.
3. Prefilter
3a. The Digital Filter command input is prefiltered.
Filter form:
= Z R_Rl_ rDF,i_j - Zj s CsRI rDFF,i-s
i = 1,2,---M
j = 1,2,---J
s = 1,2,_-S ( =ax= a= x=50)
3b. The Secondary Filter command input is prefiltered.
rSFF, i = Z RjR2 rSF,i_j - E CsR 2 rSFF,i_sj s
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4. Error SiKnal Generation
4a. Generate Digital Filter Error Signal
eDF,i = rDF, i-SDF, i
4b. Generate Secondary Filter Error Signal
eSF,i = rSFF, i - 9SF,i
5. Fade-in Function
e
The Digital Filter curve fitting processes is restarted for any of the
following conditions:
le If the number of samples from the last fade-in exceeds "MSS" samples.
This corresponds to periodic restarting (Note: MSS can be greater
than
me If a discontinuity occurs in the error signal so that the difference
between two consecutive samples exceeds a predetermined value of L
leDF, i_l - eDF,i I> L restart fitting process
e If the rate of change of the error signal exceeds a predetermined value
of L so that
JeDF,i_2 -2 eDF,i_l + eDF,i I >
i- M _Mma x
L
then restart curve fitting process•
Amplitude Crive Fittin K Process of the Digital Adaptive Filter






One parameter amplitude fitting
Two parameter amplitude fitting
Three parameter amplitude fitting
where M is the present sample counted from the start of the fade-in
process.
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6b. Curve Fitting Process
le A memory of Nma x samples is filled with the Digital Filter sampled
error signal. When the memory is filled the oldest stored samples
are dropped as the new samples are received.
el,M = ei+l,M_ 1 i = 1,2.---Hma x
me To the samples stored in the computer memory, a curve of the
following form is fitted
eF(t ) =A e-c_ cos Bt +Be -_t sin _t + C •-6t
The various forms of amplitude fitting are defined as,
Cl) One parameter fitting - The amplitude C is computed with a
selected 6 value and A, B, _, B, = 0
and a fitted curve form of
eF(t) = C e-_t
(2) Two parameter fitting - The amplitudes A and B are computed
with values for_and B known and C, 8, = O,
and a fitted curve form of
eF(t ) = A e"c_ cos B t + B e-<xt sin B t
O) Three parameter fitting - The amplitudes A, B, and C are
computed with values for _, B, and 6 known, and a fitted curve
form of eF(t) =A e-c¢ cos _ t + B e-c¢ sin B t + C e-St






A UA • _'A _'A • U'B
B =% .OA % -%
cj "eA % ;% :










UAi = e- _ti-i cos B ti_I
UBi = e- _ti-i sin B ti_ 1
- 6ti_ 1
Uci = e
Ei = eDF,i i = 1,2,---M
and as an example
M
_A • UB = i_1 UAi UBi
M
E : z un
• i=l
M g Mma x; ti_ I =
7. Fitted Curve Computation
7a. Rigid body fitted curve (two parameter fitting).
-.(i-l) -.(i-l)
7b. Auxiliary fitted curve (one parameter fitting)
- 8 (i-l)
eA,F, i = C e m
sinC (i-l)>m
i =M M_ Mma x
8. Residual Curve Generation
_ae The residual curve is formed by the relationship
eR, i = eDF,i - eRB,F,i i = 1,2,---M
8b. The residual curve is filtered by compensation of the type
eR,F, i = E RjR3eR, i-j - E CSR3 eR, F, i-s
j s
8c. The residual curve is amplified by the gain KR
. eKR,F,i = KR eR,F,i
m
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9a. Filtered fitted curve
The rigid body fitted curve is filtered by compensation of the
following type
eRB,FF, i = Ej RjR 4 eRB,F,I_j. - Zs CsP_ eRB,FF,i-s
9b. The filtered fitted curve is amplified by the gain KF
eKRB,FF,i = KF eRB,FF,i
9c. The auxiliary curve is filtered by compensation of the following type
eA,W, i--" _ RjR5 eA,F,i-j _ s_ CaR 5 eA,FF,i_s
9d. The filtered auxiliary curve is filtered by the gain KA
eKA,FF, i = KA eA,FF,i
lO. Generate Secondary Filter Composite Error
1Oa. The secondary filter error signal is modified by compensation of the
type
eSF,F, i = JT. RjR 6 eSF,i_ j - sZ CsR 6 eSF,F,i_s
lOb. The filtered secondary filter error signal is amplified by the gain KS
. eKSF,F,i = KS eSF,F,i
ll. Si_mal Updatinz
The fitted curves and secondary filter signals are updated by an amount At
to compensate for computer compensation time.
lla. Fitted curve updating
eRB, A,i = eKRB,FF,i + XIF(eKRB,FF,i - eKRB,FF,i-1) (mAt)
+ YIF (eKRB,FF,i - 2 eKRB,FF,i_I + eKRB,FF,i_2) [m At(l_mAt)]2
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lib. Auxiliary curve updating
eA, A,i = eKA,FF,i + XIA (eKA,FF,i - eKA,FF,i-1) (mAt)
+ YIA (eKA,FF, i - 2 eKA,FF,i_ I + eKA,FF,i_2) [m_t(l+mAt) ]
2
llc. Command input updating
rDF, A,i = rDFF,i + XlD (rDFF,i-rDFF,i-I) m& t
YID -2 + [ At(lemAt) ]
-_- (rDFF, i rDFF, i_I rDFF,i_2) m
lid. Residual curve updating
eR, A,i = eKR, F,i + XIR
+ Zis(%R,F,i-22
(eKR,F,i - eKR,F,i_I) (m A t)
eKR,F,i_l + eKR,F,i_2) [m A t(l+m At) ]
lie. Secondary filter updating
eSF, A,i = eKSF,F,i t XIS (eKSF,F, i - eKSF,F,i_I) (mAt)
YI___S(%SF, F,i - 2 %SF,F,i-I + eKSF,F,I-2) [mA t(l+mA t) ]
2
The XI and YI coefficients indicate if linear (X=I, Y=O) updating, quadratic
(X=l, Y=l) updating or if no (X=O, Y=O) updating is desired.
12. Fitter Curve Channel Output
The prefiltered command signal is added to the filtered fitted curve
eRBO, A,i = eRB, A, i- rDF, A,i
13. Mode





= KI eRBO, A,i +K2 eA, A,i e K3 esF, A,i + K_ eR, 4,i
= K5 eSF, A,i
14. Desample and Hold - A zero order hold is used on the output of the digital
filter and secondary filter paths.
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Linear compensation is programmed for the digital filter and secondary
filter loops. This compensation has the following transfer functions.
Digital filter loop:
1 + ( T DCI)S
1 + ( TDC2)S + (_DC3)$2
Secondary filter loop:
1 _ (_SCl)S
i _ (•sc2)s+ (•sc3)s2
1 + (TDC6)S + (TDC7)S 2
1 + (r_C6)S + (rSC7)S2
C._ Subroutine D
The engine actuator was simulated by the following transfer function
1
1 + (•Bm)S _ (_2)82 + (_BE3)S3
For vehicles i and II these time constants were evaluated as,
BE2 = 7.62E-& and VBE3= 3.2_5
Subroutine D has position, rate and acceleration limits incorporated.
These limits are denoted by
BEL - position limit
BELD - rate limit
BELDD - acceleration limit
C.5 Subroutine E
The following airframe equations of motion were simulated
I - Moment equation
= _ + % + _'S + _ where:
= -(Cl_ + C25R) + C3[13.2qA(_CG-4.15)sln 2 _]IIxx,
C3 . o _flo, l < .0873
i if _ _ .o873
roBE1 = 7.2565E-2,
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•- ]= _ F_) _ Y_(xB)_i -F _ Yi(x_)_
i=l i=l
=i-_= _ (_sli'sl÷ ( )Zsi)=si
i=l
II - Force equation
"z= "_ * _ + _s_ where:
4
•- _(zB =_ ! _ y x_)%
m i=l
1 3 ..
ZSM - m msi Zsi
i=l
III - Angle equation
_ = O,w+ ¢ o_ where_ = £1v
IV - Sensor equations
= _ - 7. Y_(x_),_ and
i=l 1=1




, i (_L_+ _.Yi(x_,)_i)z Yi(x_)%-v
i=l i=l
(The sensor equations are written for _'A and £(_ positive at the
maximum q flight condition.)
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V - Body bending and slosh equations
and
where:
A is 3x3, B is 3x4, C is hx3,
E is 3xl, F is 4xl
f_si_s.1 l>= -m _ i,j = 1,2,3
aij sj _ Ixx + '
bij = +Yj(xsi), i=1,2,3; j=1,2,3,_
msj i=1,2,3,4; j=1,2,3
cij = . Mi Yi(Xsj )'
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C.6 Subroutines F and G
Individual feedback paths for the digital and secondary filter control
loops were programmed with attitude, attitude rate, normal acceleration, and/or
angle cf attack feedback. These paths were modified by a feedback gain and
then summed into two separate feedback signals: one (@DF) for the digital
filter, the other (@SF) for the secondary filter.
C.7 Subroutine H
The wind input (_w) for the control loop consists of a linear table
look up function a_ plus a time delayed sinusoidal function _w2. The latter
functiQn is represented by the expression
where:
a_2 = _Ws sin<Wx(t-t_) +
_Ws is the amplitude,
wx is the frequency,
t_ is the time delay,
and _ is the phase angle of the sine wave.
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CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATION GF THE
DIGITAL POLYNOMIAL FILTER
If the input to the filter during the time interval from time zero until
time nT is f(t) and the length of the filter s memory is nm (n+l samples
taken every • seconds), then the output of the filter at time n¢ is
Y(nT) = A + Bn_ + Cn2_ 2 (D.I)
For the continuous (or infinite sampling rate) case, A, B, and C are determined
by minimizing I where
I = 1 i _n-_ [f(t) - (A +Bt + Ct2)] 2 dt
nl
= in_ _ [f(t)2 - 2f(t)(A + Bt + Ct 2) + (A + Bt + Ct2f]dt (D.2)
Minimizing I gives
nT
ai 1 .r [-2f(t) + 2(A + Bt + Ct2)ldt -- 0 (D.3)
_ " n-'7o
_I i n_




_I i .r [-2t2 f(t) + 2t2(A +Bt'+ Ct 2)]dt = 0
6c = n-To
Rewriting equations (D.3), (D._), and (D.5)
(D.5)
nT nw nT nw
f(t)dt = A ._dt + B _ tdt + C _ t2dt (D.6)
o o 0 b
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nz nz nT 2 n_
_t f(t)dt = A l'tdt +B rt dt + C _tBdt0
(D.7)
nT nT nT nT
_t2 f(t)dt = A _t2dt +B _t3dt + C _t_dt0
(D.8)
So, a filter whose memory length is n_, the output of the filter at any time T
is given by
AT) = A + Bn_ + Cn2_ 2
where A, B and C are determined from the equations
n_ n2_2 n3_3
f(T-nT+t)dt = nTA + TB +-_- C0
(D.9)
(D.lO)
n_ n2x2 n3_3 n_T 4
_ t f(T-nT+t)dt = _ A + --7 B + _ C
(D._)
ixt 2 __ n_ nSx5





is fitted with a first order polynomial instead of a second
y(T) = A +Bnx
and B are determined from the equations
nx n2 _






_ t f(T-nx+t)dt = T A + T B
(D.IS)











where A is determined from the equation
nT
f(T-nx+t)dt = nTA
is fitted with a zero order polynomial instead of a first or
D.2 FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE POLYNOMIAL
FlUFfING DIDITAL FILTER
It was shown that for the continuous (or infinite sampling rate) case
the output of the filter at time T when a second order polynomial is used in
the fitting process is
y(T) = A + n_B + n2_-C
where A, B, and C are determined from the equations
n2x 2 n3_3
_f(T-n_+t)dt = n_A +--_--B +-- C3
nx _ n2_2 n3_3 n4x_
t f(T-n_+t)dt A +- B + C
._t 2 f(T-nx+t) dt
0
n3._3 n4.r 1* n5.t5
:-T- A +-_--B +-7- c
When a first order polynomial is used in the fitting process
y(T) = A + n_B
where A, B, and C are determined from the equations
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tf(T-nx+t)dt - n2_A +- BnST 3
2 S





,_ f(T-nx+t)dt = nTA
The frequency response of the polynomial fitting digital filter can
readily be determined by letting
f(t) = sin u/2
and selecting a value for the nx, the length of the filter s memory, say
nx= 2TT
The integrals on the left sides of Equations (D-19) through (D-21), (D-23),
(D-24), and (D-26) are then given by the equations





t f(T-nx+t)dt = _ (1-cOS 2_)(sin uJr)
+ (sin_w - 2_)(cos ._)} (D.29)
n-r 2
_ t f(T-nx+t)dt l{= _ (4_ - 2 sin 2_)(sln u_)
+ (2 - _=2_ _ 2 cos _)(cos _)_ (D.3o)
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The response to a sin _ input for the second order polynomial fitting
filter can then be determined from equations (D.25)• (D.26), (D.27) • (D.28) •
(D.36),(D.37),and (D.SS).The resultis
6{ }
- _--_ (sin_)(l-cos _®) + (cos_)(sin _ - _®)
+ 15 {(_W - 2 sin 2_w)(sin _) + (2 - _2_2 . 2 cos _)cos wT}
(D.3I)
The response to a sin mT input for the first order polynomial fitting filter
can be determined from equations (D.22) through (D.2_)• (D.28)• and (D.29).
The result is
y(T) = -i {(cos _m-l) Ccos u_) + (sin 2_m)(sin m_)}
TTW
{( _=) ( s_ _) ++ l-cos (sin -  =)(cos (D.3m
The response to a sin wT input for the zero order polynomial fitting filter
can be determined from equations (D.25)• (D.26)• and (D.28). The result is
y(T) = _ (sin 2_=)(sin off) + (cos 2_m-1)(cos _) (D.33)
Noting that if a system's input is sin wT and its steady state output is
a sin _t + b cos wt, the complex form for its frequency response can be written
as
G(j®) = a+bj (D.34)
For the second order polynomial filter of memory length 2_
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G(jw) = 12-_ sin 2.w - w6----_(i- cos 2Nw)
+ 15 (4T,w- 2 sin 2.w)]
_,,3wS J
+ J12-_ (cos 2_-I)
6
- _ (si__..- _,,,)
For the first order polynomial filter of memory length 2w
G(J_) = __.I__(i - cos _.w)
2_2u)2 i sin _N_ 1
u
_W
sin 2Nw - 2.W) - l____W(COS 2_-i_
For the zero order polynomial filter of memory length 2"
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DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR THE DIGITAL
A_APTIVE FILTER
This appendix contains the derivation of the equations used in analytical
studies to determine the characteristics of the digital filter. These equations
give exact solutions for the A and B amplitude parameters for known input
signals for: (i) the case of an infinite memory length, and (2) the case of a
finite memory length. It is also shown in this appendix how the digital filter
for either one or two parameter amplitude fitting can be represented in finite
difference equation form.
E.I Derivation of Equations for Determining the A and B
Amplitude Coefficients of the Digital Filter as a Function
of Time When the Input Signal is Known
form
The closed loop rigid body signal, ef, is assumed to be of the general
ef = A c -_t cos _t + B c"_t sin Bt (E.I)




f2(t) _ .r (e(t) -Ae -°¢ cos Bt -Be "_t sin Bt) 2 dt
0
= _T T le2(t) . 2e(t)( Ac-O_t COS _t + BE "Oft sin _t)
+ (Ac -_t cos _t + Be -°t sin _t)2}dt
The values of A and B are selected so that _(t) is a minimum.





f2(t) = _ 0
=0
[-2e(t) -_t cos Bt + 2E-_cos Bt(AE-°_cos _t+Be'_tsinBt)]dt
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_ e(t) ¢-C_cos Bt dt = A . ¢-2_t cos 2 _t dt + B c "2_ sin _t cos Bt dt0
(E.4)
_f--_ equal to zero
Also, by setting oB
e(t) e -°_ sin _t dt = A , e -2_ sin _t cos _t dt +B ._ e "2c_ sin 2 Bt dt
o o
(E.5)
The integrals on the right hand sides of (E.4) and (E.5) are readily evaluated by
standard integration techniques. The results are
T I i-£'2_t
_ e-2c_ sin 2 Bt dt = _o_
e-2_T [_.sin 2_ - _ cos 2_ + _
(E.6)
T
_ e-2c_ cos 2 _t dt =
e -2o/f [_ sin 2_ - _ COS 2_] + _ I
(w..7)
je-2_tsin Bt cos _tdt = I e-2df[-_ sin 2_- _ cos 2_] + _ I
• _(_ + _2) (E.8)
The integral on the left side of (E.4) can be expressed as
r oo oo
r e(t) e-c_ cos 8t dt = _ e(t) e "°_ cos _t dt - U e(t) e-_t cos Bt dt
o T
(E.9)
Using the definition of the Laplace transform, the first term on the right side
of equation (E.9) can be written as
_ e(t) e-o_ cos _t at = e(t) cos _t] s=e (E.iO)
Using the definition of the Laplace transform and the Laplace transform
shifting theorem, the second term on the right side of equation (E.9) can be
written as
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e(t) e -(:_ccos Bt (:It: .ro dt + .r e(t) -ctxc
o T
cos Bt dt
= Ic-sTX[e(t+T) cos _(t+T)]Is=c _ (E.n)
So the integral on the left side of (g.4) becomes
T
.F e(t) _-(:_ccos Bt dt = Idle(t) cos Bt] - E-sTo_e(t+T) cos _(t÷T)]}s=_ (E,12)"
0
Similarly, the integral on the left side of (E.5) becomes
T
_ e(t)e -c_ sin Bt dt =_[e(t)sin Bt]- ¢-ST_e(t+T)sin B(t+T)]Is=_ (E.13)
o
The working equations for determining A and B as functions of time can now be
written. They are
:e(t) cosBt ]-¢-S_e(t+T)cosB(t+T)]Is=_ = A I_l'e-2a_ + e'2c_f [4(_sin2'_T-_c°s2_T]+_la2+ 82)
_e-2dr[-_ sin 2_ - B cos 2_] + B_
+ + P) (_.z4)
_e(t)sinBt]-¢'ST_e(t+T) sinB(t+T)]I = AI c-2c/f[-°_i'n2_T-_c°s2_]+_I+
4(: + s2) (_..15)
When e(t), T, _ and B are known, (Z.14) and (E.15) become two linear algebraic
equations with A and B being the unknowns, so A and B can readily be determined
at any time T.
The expressions on the left hand sides of (E.14) and (E.15) have been
evaluated for e(t) inputs of the form E-at cos yt, e-a_ sin _ and tn. The
results are _rized below.
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The terraCe(t) cos _t]-£-sT_[e(t+T)cos _(t÷T)]Is=" evaluated for
(a) e(t) = E-at COS _t is given by the expression
[½ (.÷a) z _+a "i c-(_a)T r(=,a) cos(_)T2 L(a+a)2+(_+_) 2
(_+_)sin(%_)T(_a)cos(._-_)T- (_-_)sin(N-_)T]
- (_)2+(,_)2 + (_,)2+(_._)2 (_,)2+(___)2J
(b) e(t) = e-at sin _t is given by the expression
[i (_+_) ,, +I .. (V-_) ] ¢-(_+a)Tr(,_a)ein(_+_)T(o,+a)2+(.y+t:},) 2 2 (_a)2.( __.v)2 2 L(_)2.(_)2
(.,_)¢os(.,tt-_)T (_,,)_in('v-I_)T + (_.-_)cos('v-i_)T'!
+ (_.,,)2+(_B)2 * (,_.,,)2+(v_)2 (_,,)_(_B) 2 J (,_.z7 )
(c) e(t) = tn, n > 0 is given by the expression
[2n-i., _n-i (_2.B2)] i _O_Tnn (e2+B2)n+l - _24_ 2 (_cos _ - 6s_l_T ]
_-OT In; I _ n' 2n'i-I _n'i-l]
e The term _[e(t)sin Bt]- ,'sT_[e(t+T) cos B(t+T)]}s=_ evaluated for
(a) e(t) = c-at cos _t is given by the expression
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½ (_..,) z (_-.,) ](_) 2+(_+_)2 + "_ (o_a)2+(_.,_)2]
e'C_a)T [(ma)sin(_+_)T+ (p+.)cos(_)T
2 [(G+a)2+(_+_)2 (_a) 2+(6+w)2
(ma)sln(_,_)T(_-_)cos(_-_)T]+ (a+a)2+(_.W)2+ (_+a)2+(__X)2 (E.Zg)
(b) e(t) = e"at sin _ is given by the expression




(c) e(t) = tn, n > 0 is given by the expression
n-i Tin'. 2n'i-I crn-i-I
- e -W9 E
i_ i! (_2+_2)n-i-z
- _2+B 2 cos
[(_2-S2)sin_T+2:I_ cos _T)"
(E._I)
After selecting the desired form of inputs, the A and B fitting parameters
are readily computed as a function of the fitting parameters G, 6 and the input
parameters a, v,and n.
E.2 Equations for Determining the A and B Amplitude
Coefficients of the Digital Filter When the Input
Signal is Known and the Filter Memory is Filled
It was shown that before the memory of the filter is filled, the two
parameter fitting coefficients, A and B, are determined by equations (E.4) and
(E._) where e(t) is the error sisal input to the filter.
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Equations (E.4) and (E.5) can readily be extended to include the filled
memory situation. Letting T be the time between samples and assuming n+l
samples are stored in the computer memory, the output of the filter at time T
is calculated as if time T-n_ is time zero and time T is time nv and e(t) is
shifted appropriately. Therefore, the equations for determining A and B are
n_ nT n_
_ e(T-nz+t)E-a_cos _t dt = A _ c'2_tcos 2 _tdt + B ,r E'2_tsin _t cos _tdtb o
(E.22
nT nT nT
e(T-n_+t)E'_tsin _tdt = A r c'2_tsin _t cos _tdt + B _ c-2_tsin 2 6tdti5 o
(E.23
The integrals on the right hand side of equations (E.22) and (E.23) remain
constant after the memory is filled. They can be evaluated by standard inte-
gration techniques and become




_-2a,n'_ [_sin2_m-_ - _os2_]+ o,_.
(E.25)
nT 2 { ¢-2c¢n'[ [ _a,sin2 _.:. _ _,cos2{a,.llr ]+ p }_- a_sin _t cos _tdt =o _(_._2) (E.26)
Now, the integrals on the left hand sides of equations (E.22) and (E.23)
can be evaluated by the technique described in (E.I). The results are
nT i_ 1e(T-nT+t)E-_tcos _tdt = [e(T-nT+t)cosSt]-c-snT_e(T+t)cos_t+nT)]
O s=u
(E.27)
_Xe(T-nx+t),'a_sin _tdt= {_[e(T-n_+t)sin_t ]-E-snXX[e(T+t)sin_(t+nx)]}s=a,
0 (_._8)









The equations for determining the A and B coefficients can now be written
[e(T-nT.t)cos_t]-_ "ant [e(T+t)cos_t+nT) ] s=_
1-e-2cm • c'2cmT[ _sin2_n: - c_ose_n'r]+ c_
= A .  (o2,82)
+B e-2o_[-o_in21_- _cos2t_T]+ (E.29)
[e(T-nx+t)sin_t]-¢ -2nx [e(T+t)sin_(t+nT) ] s=_
= A ¢'2°m-_'[-_sin2_ 3_ " ,_os2_,T]+
4( ,B2)
c "2cm_ [i_sin2_n_ - _cos2_]+
2) (E.30)
Once the filter input e(t) is known and T selected equations (E.29) and
(E.30) reduce to two linear algebraic equations in the two unknowns A and 8,
hence A and B can readily be evaluated at any time T.
E.3 Finite Difference Equation Representation
of the Digital Adaptive Filter as the Memory Fills
In order to facilitate the study of the closed loop operation of systems
containing the digital adaptive filter, it is very desirable to be able to
represent the digital adaptive filter by a finite difference equation. Then
standard z transform block diagram algebra manipulations will yield the finite
difference equation describing the entire closed loop system. Such things as
compensating networks and fitting parameters can therefore be more readily
selected.
The finite difference equation for one parameter fitting will be developed
here. The resulting finite difference equation for two parameter fitting will
also be given. For one parameter fitting, the error signal input to the filter
is e and the output of the filter is ef where
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ef = C E-(_t
and C is selected so that the quantity f2(t),
(e..31)
T
f2(t) = _ (e-el) et (_.._)
is a minimum. Taking the derivative of f2(t) with respect to C and setting the
resultant expression equal to zero yields the expression for calculating C
T T
e(t) c -°_ at _ e(t) c-oft dtb
c = _.2_t at (z - c-2_)/2_
(E.33)
So, the output of the filter at any time T is given by the expression
el(T) = i - ;-2dr _ e(t) ¢-c_b d c "°_T
0
Letting T be the time between samples and n be the number of the sample, at
time nx
20_ 0_ e(t) E -(:_Tef(n'r) = _ _-2ctnT . c'(:_:'
At time (n-l)T
[ 2(_ , (i-l)Xe(t)c.O_bdt]¢__(n.l) _ef[(n-l)x] = i - ¢-2c_(n-l)x.,
Now, for a first (but obviously not a n_ces§ary) approximation, • can be
assumed to be small so that e -Om_ = •-a_n-')x and equation (E.35) can be
rewritten as
ef(n_) = e_(n_1)_ _ e.a_n_l) T e(t) E"_t
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[ - ]i- = e(t) c'_dt
Again, as first approximation
e'c_tdt = T ¢-¢z(n-l)_ e[(n-1)T]
(_.38)
So equation (E.38) can be rewritten as
ef(n_) - ef[(n-1)_] = [e2o_n-1)2_T _ 1]e[(n'l)T] (_._o)
This is a simple time varying finite difference equation relating the filter
output ef with the filter input e. In z-traasfer fumction form
Ef(z) 2-_T z"l
Eq%7-= [E24_-l)_ _ l] l-,.-i ('.._l)
For two parameter fitting, the z-transfer function is
Ef(z) [k1 + k2] z-I
= [ k_ i - z-Z (,._2)
where kl, k2, and k 3 are functions of time, n. The z transforms are used here
as a means of approximation. Strictly speaking no time varying z transforms
exist.
n-l) _[ -_sin2_(_(_2, _2)n-1) _- _cos2 _(n-1) _] +_}_e_2a (n-l) _sin _(n-1) • cos _(n-l) T
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+ c-2_(n-].)"_[ps_2p(n-i )"_-_os2p(n-i )"_]"_.._,_-2_(n-:,.)"_sin2,_n :,.),
•r cos_(n-l) "r
(m._)
_-2_ n-l) _[-_in2p( n-i )
- pcos2_(n-l)_]+ pt 2 (-._5)
E.4 Finite Difference Equation Representation of the
Digital Filter With Filled Memory
The equations which determine the A and B coefficients at any time T when
the filter's memory is filled are given by equations (E.27) and (E.28).
nT
_ e(T-nT+t)¢ "_t cos _t dt = A(T)I 1 + B(T)I 2
(_._)
nT
_ e(T-n_+t)e -_t sin _t at = A(T)I2 + B(T)I 3
Here 12 and 13 are constants given by the equations
(_..47)
I-G "2x_nT c'2nmIT[_ sin 2_:1"t" - O_ cos 2_Sn't ] +
Ii = ]$_ + _(o2+_2) (E._8)
£-2_nT[__ sin 2pnT - p cos 2_n_] +
(E._9)
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E-2_nT [_ sin 2_ - _ COS 2_nv] + Cr
(E.50)
Solving equations (E._) and (E.47) for A(T) and B(T)
A(T)=
n_ nT
13 ,F e(T-nx+t)E-°tc°s _tdt - 12 r e(T'nT+t) e'°_sin _tdt
o b
iiI 3 - 122 (E.51)
B(T)
nx nx
11 ._ e(T-n_+t)_-_tsin Btdt - 12 _ e(T-n_+t)_-_tcos _tdt
iiI3 . I22 (E.52)
Equations (E.51) and (E.52) can be rewritten as
A(T) =
T T





















e(t)c-_(t-T-x+nx) cos _(t-T-x+nx) dx (E.SG)
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So, assuming x is small
e"_ t-T+nx) = e-s(t-T-x+n_) (g-57)
COS _(t-T+n+)--_ cos _(t-T-x+nT)











e(t) _-_(t-T-x+nx) cos _(t-T-m+nT) dt
Evaluating the integrals in equation (E.59) Oy rectangular integration
y(T) - y(T-"t')= e(T-"r)[£ -Onx cos _nx]x
- e[T-(n+l)_][c 0 cos O]T (E.60)
By inspection of equations (E.53)through (E.60_ it is possible then to
write the finite difference equation representation of the filled memory filter
A(T)-A(T-T) = I3{e(T-x)_'OmXc°sSnx-etT'(n+l)m]lm-I2{e(T-x)s-_nmsin_nT}x
1113 - I2 2
B(T)-B(T-T) = Ille(T-T)e-en_sin8nx}_'Iele(T'm)_-enXc°sBnx-etT-(n+l)x]}x
llI 3 - I22
(E.61)
(E.62)
Alternatively, noting the equation (_.L) gives the output of the filter, the z
transform of the filter is
El(z) {I3 cos 2 Bn'r - 2I 2 sin 15nx cos Bna + I1 sln 2 Bn'r}e'2nx°t'r z"I
= IiI 3 - I2 2 i - z-I
+ {-I_ + I2}x ,,z "l-n
Ii13 " I22 1 - z-I _E._,_
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ROOT LOCUS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL SYST_4 DESIGNS
The selections of the stability compensation network parameters for the
various Vehicle I and II control systems studies were determined primarily from
the hybrid simulation. The trial and error synthesis technique used in these
simulation studies was supplemented by the use of the root locus analysis of the
systems studied. The root locus studies saved a considerable amount of time in
the selection of the required compensation and at the same time gave considerable
insight into control problems existing for the study vehicles. This appendix
presents the root locus plots of the Vehicle II control system Deisgns II.i,
11.2, and 11.3 at the maximum q flight condition. These designs were used in
the analysis of the digital polynomial filter. Root locus plots are also
presented for the digital adaptive filter and secondary filter system designs
used with Vehicle I at the lift-off, maximum q, and burnout flight conditions.
The root locus plots were obtained from an existing IBM 7094 digital computer
program which found the closed loop poles by solving for the roots of the
determinant of the matrix (with a size of up to 16 by 16) whose elements were
the Laplace transformed coefficients (up to a second order) of the vehicle's
pitching moment, normal force, angle, body bending, fuel slosh, compensation, and
control equations (all including cross coupling terms of the bending and slosh).
Because of the size and complexity of the matrix the accuracy of the roots
obtained could not readily be checked. However, the hybrid simulation did
verify (in a general way) the system stability characteristics shown On the
root locus plots. One note of interest is that the cross coupling between the
bending and slosh modes of Vehicle II caused the first bending mode pole
location (open loop) to shift into the right half plane. This of course
complicated the system compensation requirements.
F.I Vehicle II Control System Designs
The Vehicle II root locus with the control system Design II.i compensa-
tion is shown in Figure F.I. This design has a single notch filter compensation
of the form
[.116] [ (s + 5.5)2 + (9.23)2 ]
(s + 5.65) (s + 2.35)
designed to stabilize the bending and slosh modes, and a command compensation
of
(l/5)( s + .l )
S + .02
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Figure F1 Vehicle II Root Locus of System Design ii-i Without Acceleration Feedback
At the Maximum q Flight Condition _'_,,, _" /
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designed to improve the steady state response of the system. The attitude and
attitude rate feedback for this configuration are K_ = 1.O and _ - 5.0
respectively. The forward loop gain is K = 2.2 as shown on theroot locus.
There is no acceleration or angle of attack feedback in thls root locus.
The amount of compensation used is not considered excessive considering
the complexity of Vehicle II. Two important characteristics of the system are:
(i) The dominant closed loop rigid body pole, -0.15 + J 0.125, is
closer to the origin than one might wish. It is-difficult to
increase the speed of response associated with this pole by linear
means. Faster response to attitude commands could, however, be
produced by the use of the digital adaptive filter.
(2) The damping in the area of the first banding mode and the slosh
modes is less than desirable.
The latter point is an inherent difficulty of Vehicle II as is evident
from the Detail B of Figure F.I (and its inherent nature is confirmed by
similar details in Figure F.2 and F.3). This detail shows two essentially
vertical branches near the imaginary axis which respectively start u_ or
down from a pole. To improve damping in this area some additional angle must
be introduced by adding or moving some poles and zeros. The poles at which the
two vertical branches originate are very close to each other. However, the
angle change at both branches resulting from any added compensation will be
_Imost the same unless the new compensation is located in the immediate
vicinity of these poles. The consequence is that one vertical branch moves
towards the imaginary axis and the other one moves away from it. This
requires the compromise of setting both of these troublesome poles at the
same, rather low, damping. This results in the slowly damped beat oscillation
which can be observed on some of the simulation runs.
A direct remedy for this situation would be the introduction of a pole
and a zero in the midst of the first bending mode and slosh poles and zeros.
Such a compensation would exert little effect on the system response except
in the immediate vicinity of the slosh and first bending mode poles, con-
sequently it would effect only the slosh and first bending complex. Also,
the resulting loci of the slosh and bending modes would be quite sensitive to
the location of the compensation. One attempt might be to add a pole at
-0.2 + J 2.9 and a zero at -0.2 + J 2.66 to the Figure F.I compensation. This
should isolate all the slosh branches in an acceptable region of the s plane
except one branch which then could be independently compensated. However,
such an approach would work well only as long as the first bending and slosh
poles and zeros are in the exact positions assumed for the model instrumenta-
tion. Since this situation cannot always be expected, it appears more
desirable to rely on some general compensation which is relatively insensitive
to the inaccuracies associated with the locations of the vehicle bending and
slosh modes.













































































Figure F2 Vehicle II Root Locusof System Design 11.2Without Acceleration Feedback
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Figure F3a Vehicle II Root Locus of System Design 11.3 With Acceleration Feedback
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Figure F3b Vehicle II Root Locus of System Design 11.3 Without Acceleration Feedback
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In Figure F.2, Design 11.2 is displayed in root locus form. This design
uses a somewhat more complex compensation using two notch filters rather than
one. It is apparent, however, that the vehicle's stability is not as satls-
factory as obtained In Design II.l. Design II.l is the preferred design.
Designs II.l and II.2 are actually selected to operate with an
acceleration feedback path incorporating the digital polynomial filter. The
filter, however, cannot be readily incorporated in a root locus plot because
of its sampled nature. Thus, the acceleration feedback was omitted In Figure
F.I and F.2. Omitting the acceleration feedback should cause little difference
in the bending mode region, although it wlll lower the rigid body frequency.
Evidence of this is given by Figures F.Ba and F. 3b, which are root locus plots
for Design II.3. Since Design II.3 uses a linear low pass filter in the
acceleration feedback path, the acceleration feedback loop was able to be
incorporated in the root locus computation. This has been dome In Figure F.Ba.
In Figure F. Bb, the acceleration feedback was omitted as it has been in
Figures F.I and F.2. Comparing Figures F.Ba and F.Bb, it may be observed that
the changed caused by the removal of the acceleration feedback are insigni-
ficant except for some decrease in the predominant closed loop rigid body mode
frequency. It is expected that similar changes would occur if the root locl
for the runs of Figures F.I and F.2 could be obtained with acceleration feed-
back and the digital polynomial filter.
F.2 Vehicle I Control System Designs
Most of the studies conducted with Vehicle I concentrated on the develop-
ment of the digital adaptive filter technique. This required the design of a
secondary filter loop and a digital filter loop. Figures F._, F. 5, and F.6
show the root locus plots of the secondary filter configuration for the llft-
off, maximum q, and burnout flight conditions respectively. The secondary
filter has attitude and attitude rate feedback, with compensation consisting
of a single notch filter, a lag network, and the command compensation network.
It was desired that the same compensation could be used throughout the flight
trajectory. It was found that the selected compensation gave adequate system
performance and stability at the llft-off and maximum q flight conditions as
shown in Figures F._ and F. 5.
However, this compensation is shown to be inadequate for the burnout
flight condition. Figure F.6 shows the first bending mode to be unstable.
The instability is caused by the cross coupling between the first body bending
mode and the slosh modes. This was verified in the simulation studies which
showed that the removal of the slosh mode equations would stabilize the first
bending mode. The secondary filter compensation would, therefore, have to be
modified as a function of time. The simulation studies indicated that relocating
the compensation zeros from [_S + 1) 2 + 14 2 ] to [(S + 1.9 2+ 10 2 ] and the com-
pensation poles from (S + 16) to (S + 10) 2 will help stabilize the first mode.
This aspect of the secondary filter design was not pursued because of the shift
of interest to the digital polynomial filter.
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Figure F6 Vehicle 1 Root Locus of the Secondary Filter at
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The root locus plots of the digital adaptive filter design for Vehicle I
is shown in Figures F.7, F.8, and F'9 for the llft-off, maximum q, and burnout
flight conditions, respectively. To obtain these figures, the digital adaptive
filter was set equal to unity (1.0). The digital adaptive filter loop uses
attitude feedback only with an equivalent rate feedback compensatioa in the
forward loop. This feature shows up in the figures primarily by the relocation
of the bending mode zeros since the bending signal sensed by the rate gyro is"
not present. The stability compensation used in the digital adaptive filter
loop is similar to that used in secondary filter logp with the compensation
zeros at [(S + l) 2 + 12 2] instead of [(S + l)2 + l_]. Stability of the
digital adaptive filter control loop as shown is not essential since the
digital adaptive filter separates the rigid body response from the control
system error signal. The rigid body response as computed by the digital
adaptive filter is transient in nature amd is driven to zero as a function of
time. This essentially opens the control loop in the steady state and requires
the vehicle control to be transferred to the secondary filter loop.
Figures F.7 and F.8 show the first body bending mode to be unstable for
a forward loop gain of 5.0 the nominal gain of the lift-off and maximum q
flight conditions. The simulation studies documented in this report show that
the digital adaptive filter is capable of providing good transient control of
the vehicle in the presence of these instabilities. The burnout flight
condition which used a forward loop gain of 3.0 also showed that the digital
adaptive filter was effective in extracting the rigid body signal.
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F.7 Vehicle I Root Locus of the Control Loop With the Digital Adaptive
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Figure F8 Vehicle 1 Root Locus of the Control Loop With the Digital Adaptive Filter
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Figure F9 Vehicle 1 Root Locus of the Control Loop With the Digital Adaptive Filter
Compensation at the Burn-Out Flight Condition
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SPECIFICATION SET TYPE COMPENSATION
When an engineer synthesizes a control system, he starts with a knowledge
or assumption of the transfer function and a set of performance specifications
affecting the accuracy (error constants), damping (damping rates, peak over-
shoot, height of response peak, etc.), speed (peak time, rise time, resonant
frequency), filtering ability (bandwidth), etc., required in the application
of his control system. On an elastic booster, some very important components
of these specifications are the extent to which the bending modes are excited
in a transient, the damping of these modes, and the stresses created in the
airframe.
The engineer then proceeds conventionally by cut-and-try techniques (root
locus, Nyquist, etc.) to select poles and zeros in the compensating transfer
function which will keep the system performance within the set of prescribed
specifications. Aside from the cut-and-try approach, this technique has much
to recommend it. The specifications included in the set can be tailored to
the actual needs and aims of the control system so that they can be truly
realistic and representative measures of the vehicle performance. These
specifications can be chosen to emphasize the particular aspects of the per-
formance that are of actual concern in the particular design. This method gives
not only realism but also flexibility since none of the specifications is
required to be included or excluded. Decision on the selection of the specifi-
cations to be used depends exclusively on the need. The difficulty with the
practical application of much of modern, optimal, control theory is that the
criteria which can be handled mathematically in the solution are too restrictive
in nature to define and to incorporate the realistic aspects of good performance
meaningfully.
One difficulty with the specification set type linear design is the large
amount of intuition which goes into the cut-and-try type design. This fact
requires a skilled human operator. Consequently, it is not applicable where
the design or redesign must be done continuously as in an on-board adaptive
control for a booster. To make the process applicable to this situation, it
must first be mechanized. This mechanization was shown to be possible in
Reference 5 • The specification must be expressed mathematically in terms of
the system pole and zero locations. A set of nonlinear equations are obtained
which must be solved simultaneously. A solution can be accomplished in an
adaptive situation quite efficiently by the use of an iteratlve linearization
technique such as the Newton-Raphson method. The successive parameter correc-
tions are likely to be quite small (usually less than lO_) so search techniques
based on local linearization would be efficient. For this technique to be
successful, it is essential to find mathematical descriptions for the various
items in the specification set which are reasonably manageable in the iteration
process. The details of the proposed specification set procedure are summarized
in Section G.2.
MAC 231UM (REV 14 JUN 62)
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As presented here, the design is for the equality type of specification
while most of the specifications used currently are of the inequality type;
for instance, overshoot less than some fixed number, m. It is definitely
possible to extend the specification set work to include the inequality type
specifications but this will require additional development of the technique.
G.I Advantages of the Specification Set Type of Adaptation
(1) Specification set can be made a realistic description of good per-
formance.
(2) Specification set is a flexible description of good performance.
Neither the number nor the type of specifications is inherently
limited.
(3) It is well suited to airborne digital computer operation.
(_) Running time or time share requirements are moderate and reasonable.
(5) Since the identification process is not influenced by the parameter
adjustment process, no stability problem arises.
(6) The parameter adjustment does not depend on high accuracy of the
ident ifi cat ion.
(7) Specification set constitutes a transfer-on-board of true and tried
engineering practices, so its effects are well understood and the
likelihood of undesirable side effects is at a minimum.
(8) Specific effort in the location of sensors and advance knowledge
of elastic body mode shapes is not required with specification set.
(9) Used in conjunction with the identification process, described in
Reference 6 , practically no advance knowledge of the vehicle
characteristics would be necessary to obtain good system performance.
@
G.2 Specific Equations for Specification Set Type Adjustment
The basic principles of the specification set type parameter adjustment
were introduced in References 5 and 7 , and detailed working equations have
now been established and they are summarized here. These equations could
serve as a suitable basis for establishing a computer program of maximum
flexibility.
G.2.1 System Equations - It is assumed that the system can be represented
by the following equations:
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G.2.2 Performance Specifications for Specification Set
i. Displacement error coefficient
2. Velocity error coefficient
3. Acceleration error coefficient




4.2 Number of complex pole pairs to
be used
4.3 Boundary of region of complex pole
pairs**
Settling time specifications
This specification reduces the number
of unknowns R^u_ by specifying the real
d
part of the complex poles selected from
the specified area i.e., Req h = 8/Tsh
where h = 1,2, .._o_.




























*If Kd is specified Kv and Ka must be omitted.
If Kv and/or K_ are specified then the equation for Kd must be
omitted and a pole at the origin included in Gp(S)
**Definition of boundary regions of complex poles are given in Section G .2.3.
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6.1 Flexible body modes
6.2
6.1.1 Overshoot
6.1.2 Peak time associated with
overshoot
6.1.3 Number of complex pole pairs
to be used
6.1.4 Boundary of region of
complex pole pairs**
6.1.5 Specification of minimum
damping of flexible body
modes. This specification








6.2.2 Peak time associated with
overshoot
6.2.3 Number of complex pole
pairs to be used
6.2.4 Boundary of region of
complex pole pairs**








Number of real poles
































**Definition of boundary regions of complex poles are given in Section G. 2.3.
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7. Bandwidth %w hw = 1
No. of Equations
Required
G.2. 3 Definition of Boundar_ Re$ions of Complex Pole Pairs
(i) Peak Time and Settlin_ Time
bI pairs of complex closed loop poles are to be selected
from the indicated region and are to be the pole pairs
nearest the imaginary axis and are to be numbered




(2) Overshoot - Flexible Bo_ Modes
cI pairs of complex closed loop poles are to be selected from
the indicated region and are to be the pole pairs nearest the





A3 > A1 if settling time is specified in Section G .2.2.5.
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(3) Overshoot - Principal Rigid Bod_ Response
c2 pairs of complex closed loop poles are to be selected from
the indicated region and are to be the pole pairs nearest the
imaginary axis and are to be numbered consecutivel_ from the
imaginary axis.
-A4
(4) Small Real Root Effects
c 3 small real closed loop poles are to be selected and are to
be the poles nearest the imaginary axis and are to be numbered
consecutively from the ima6inar_ axis.
G.2.4 Specification of System Size
Plant numerator
Plant denominator
Forward loop compensation network numerator
Total = real + complex
k = k I + 2 k 2 (G.6)
n = nI + 2 n2 (G.7)
I : II + 2 12 (G.8)
(o.9)
(O.lO)
Forward loop compensation network denominator J = J1 + 2 J2
Feedback loop compensation network K = K 1 + 2 K2
numerator
Feedback loop compensation network L : L1 + 2 12
denominator




+ bl + Cl + c2 + c3 +bw + n + L= n + J + L+ I +K + L+ i
(G.12)








i. Open loop poles and zeros of plant as determined from the
signal component identification process; zi, Pi
2. Estimate of solutions for undefined open and closed loop
poles and zeros and closed loop gain; qo' Re qo' Im_io' _io'
Re_i o, Im_io, "io, Re_i o, Im"i o, wi o, ReWio, ImWio, qio, Imqio,
Reqio , Bo . (Note A and _i need not be specified). For all
the estimates the number of real and complex pairs must agree
with the specified values of Section G.2.3.
G.2.6 Convergence Tolerance - The iteration process is to stop when:
I A Uir I <_ #l (G.13)
JRe _ Uir I - _2 (o.z_)
J I (OlS)
or after N iterations.
for real poles, zeros and gain
for complex poles and zeros
G .2.7 Specification-Set Equations - A simplified flow diagram of the
specification set method is presented below. The program consists of two
basic parts: l) iteration of the linearized condition equations to determine
the closed loop gains and all of the compensation parameters except the gain
and the denominator of the forward loop compensation network; 2) determination
of remaining compensation parameters.

















Evaluation of coefficients of |











Size of G_(s); k,n
sizeof _(s); I,J
Size of H_s) ; K,L
Selection of Specification Parameters
Kd, Kv, Ka, Tx, mF.B ., rac,m r
Wbw' bl' cl'c2' c3,Al' A2' A3' A_
Initial estimates of system variables,Ujo
Iteration controls, _l, _2, _3 or N
Re evaluation of solution estimates
Ujr = Uj(r_l) + aUj(r_l)
Stop iteration and define






Where U. is defined as the jth
jr
variable as determined after the
th
r iteration
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RANGE OF x X1 X2 X,
O<x-<n 1
nl <x-<nl+n 2
nl+n2 <x-<n I+ n2 + LI
n1+ n2+ L1<x< n1+ n2 + LI+ L2
x = n1 + n2+ L 1 + L2+ bd
nl + n2+ L1 + L2+ bd < x <-n1+ n2 + LI+ L2+ bd + cI
nl+n2+Ll+L2+bd+ Cl<X<-nl+n2+Ll+L2+bd+C 1 + c2
nl+n2+Ll+L2+bd÷ Cl÷ c2<x<-nl+n2÷Ll+L2+bd+ c1+c2+c3
x=n l+n2+L l+L2+b d+ c 1+ c2+ c3+b w
nl+n2+Ll+L2+bd+ Cl+C2+C 3 ÷bw<x<n+Ll+L2+bd+ c1+ c2+c3
n + L 1 + L2+ bd +.c1+ c2+ c3 + bw < x<n + L ÷ bd + c 1 + c2 + c3 + bw
n +L +bd+ Cl+C 2+ c 3 +bw<x<n+L+bd+ Cl+C 2 +c 3 +bw+b 1
x=n+L_-bd+ c1 +c 2 +c 3 +b +bl+bW V













INING THE EQUATION PARAMETERS FOR THE VARIOUS RANGES OF x
_'4 Kx Y Ix
-I Ah p
X
0 Ah Re P(x - n1)
o
T/(x - n1 - n2) r




1 mF.B. I Req(l=x-n 1-n 2-L 1-L 2-bd) r
1 mcm Req(m=x-n 1-n 2-L 1- L 2-b d- Cl) r




Re P(x - n1 - n2 - L 1 - L 2 - bd - c 1 - c2 - c3 - bw)
Re T/(x - n - L 1 - L 2 - bd - c 1 - c 2 - c3 - bw) r
Req(h=x-n-L-b d- Cl- c2- c3-bw) r
ujr
0
ImP(x _ n I)
0
T/(x-n 1-n 2-L1 )r
0
Im q(_= x - n1 - n2 - L 1 - L,
Im
q(m=x-n 1-n 2-L 1- L
0
Wbw
Im P(x - n1 - n2 - L 1 - L2 -
Re _(x - n - L 1 - L2 - bd - c







- bd) r or he
- bd - c 1) r
- Tp(I = x - n1 - n2 - L 1 - L2 - Ko)
- Tp(m=x_nl_.n2_l_ 1-L2-b d- c 1)
- Tp(R=x-n 1-n 2-L 1-12-b d- c1- c2)
d- Cl- c2-c3 -bw)
-c2- c3-bw) r
c 2 - c 3 - bw) r
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G1 (YI' Y2' Y3' Y4 ) =
_n _yl- y3)2 + (y3 - y4) 2]
-1
G2 (Yl' Y2' Y3' Y_)= tan
(Y3 - Y4)
(Yl - Y2)
G3 (Yl, Y2, Y3' Y4) =
(Yl - Y2 )





G4 (YI' Y2' Y3' Y_) = (Yl - Y2 )2 + (Y3 - Y4 )2
(o.38)
0.3 Experimental Results for Parameter Adjustment
With "Specification Set"
A limited amount of experimental documentation of the "specification set"
parameter adjustment technique has been carried out in the form of two examples.
These examples incorporate simulated trajectory runs in the sense that the
aerodynamic derivatives, or more directly, the poles and zeros of the airframe
transfer function are varied in the manner they would vary on a typical section
of the trajectory. The airframe transfer function used is typical of the rigid
body of large unstable boosters. The specification set incorporates the velocity
error constant, Kv, peak overshoot, m, at the predominant frequency with a step
input, and the peak time, Tp, the time interval needed to reach the peak over-
shoot following a step input.
It must be emphasized that the purpose of these examples is solely to
illustrate the mechanics and the effectiveness of the parameter adjustment
techniques. The selection of the particular airframe transfer function is
incidental. There is no implication that the particular selection of the set
of three performance criteria is optimum in any sense or that it is even
desirable. Neither is any optimality or even desirability implied about the
selection of the three adjustable parameters.
The two examples shown both use the loop gain and the rate feedback
constant (or rate feedback zero location) for two of the variable parameters.
However, Example I uses a variable forward loop pole for compensation and
Example II a variable forward loop zero for compensation.
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ExEmple I - A list of the assumptions used for Example I are:
(i) Poles and zeros of the airframe transfer function:
pole: Pl = 0 This pole is fixed.
pole: P2 and P3 varying as shown in Figure G.la. Note that 1>2 is
in the riEht half plane denotinE an unstable airframe.
zero: zI varying as shown in Figure G.la.
In addition, there is a compensating zero at z2 = _i = -3-5 which
is held constant, so it is not an adjustable parameter and accord-
ingly, it will be handled as if it were part of the airframe. So,
for the example:
Number of plant poles: n = 3
Number of plant zeros: k = 2
Number of compensation poles:
Number of compensati_ zeros:
Number of poles in feedback:
Number of zeros in feedback:
I=O
L=O
X = l( l)
(2) Specification Set:
Velocity error constant: Kv > i0
Peak overshoot at the predominant frequency: m < i0 percent
Time to reach peak overshoot: Tp _ 2 seconds
Total number of specifications: Q = 3
(3) Variable Parameters:
Loop Eain, B
Rate feedback gain, i/_ I
Forward loop compensating pole or equivalent time constant, w1
Number of parameters, J + I + L +K + 1 = 3 since L = I = O, J =K = 1.
Total number of equations, n + 2L + J + K + I + 1 = 6.
The results of the parameter adjustment are shown in Figure G.ib. Adjust-
ments were made every ten seconds alone the trajectory starting with the previous
parameter values. The iteration was carried to very satisfactory accuracy
(error at the l0 "2 - 10-3 level) in not more than two steps. One step required
less than 0.2 seconds with a computer program which is not optimized for
running time. Optimizing the running time should cut this time to a fraction
of +_ .....
_.-e present ,m1,,_.
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Figure G.1 Illustration of Specification Set Parameter Adjustment
Process Used in Example !
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Example II - A list of the assumptions of the example follows:
(i) Poles and zeros of the airframe transfer function:
pole: Pl = 0 This pole is fixed.
pole: P2 and P3 varying as shown in Figure G.2a.
zero: zI varying as shown in Figure G.2a.
In addition, there is a fixed, forward loop compensating pole at
P4 = 0.005 which is not an adjustable parameter so it will be handled
as if it were part of the airframe. So, for the example:
Number of plant poles: n = 4
Number of plant zeros: k = I
(2) Specification Set:
Velocity error constant: K v _ i0
Peak overshoot at the predominant frequency: m < i0 percent
m
Time to reach peak overshoot: Tp _ 2 seconds
Total number of specifications: Q = 3
(3) Variable Parameters:
Loop gain, B
Rate feedback gain, I/_ I
Forward loop compensating zero or equivalent time constant, _i
Number of parameters, J + I + L +K + i = 3 since L = J = O, I = K = I
Total number of equations, n + 2E + J + K + I = i = 7
The results of the _rameter adjustment are shown in Figure O.2b. Adjust-
merits were made every five seconds along the trajectory starting with the previou:
parameter values. The iteration was carried to very satisfactory accuracy
(error at the 10 -2 - 10-3 level) in about two steps. However, the accuracy
was usually satisfactory for practical purposes after Just one step. One step
required less than 0.2 seconds with a process which is in no way optimized for
running time. Optimizing the running time should cut it to a fraction of the
present. When the updating interval was increased to ten and then fifteen
seconds resulting in a larger change of the parameters per interval of
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Figure G.2 Illustration of Specification Set Parameter Adjustment
Process Used in Example II
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parameter adjustment, the number of iterations tended to increase by one for
every five second increase of the interval.
The location of the poles and zero of the airframe at t =30 seconds are
shown in Figure G.3 along with the compensatlngpole and zero location selected
by the specification set type parameter adjustment process of Example I.
These results indicate that the proposed parameter adjustment technique
can handle the adaptive problem with impressive speed, efficiency and effective-
ness.






















t = 30 Seconds
X : Airframe poles
O = Airframe zero
Z_: Forward loop co_npensating pole
• = Com,penr, atlng zero





Figure G.3 Pole and Zero Locations of the Control System as
Compensated by the Method in Example I
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